
 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAKAPALLI SANDHYA RANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107758113 for the BCA5  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCS51   BCS52   BCS53   BCS54   BCS55   BCSL56  BCSL57  BCSL58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEERAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106085023 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG173 BSOE145 BSOE146 BEGE142 BPCS187 BPCG176 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARIRAMAN T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250175011 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAN JAYARAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058975 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARPREET SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253250417 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIRU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252501056 for the BAHDH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDC105 BHDC106 BHDC107 BPAG173 BPCS186 BCOS183 

BHDC108 BHDC109 BHDC110 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJABUDEEN AHAMED M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301141775 for the MCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMUDHAVENI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252170894 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KSHETRAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252019430 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIHARIKA SAHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060946 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHEJARLA NAVYA SRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107510770 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10   BRL11   BRL12   BRL13   BRL15   BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474863 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AGLAWE OM DHANANJAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057388 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUGILAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054938 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATIMA SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156642 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARFRAZ AHAMED S H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060503 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADIP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250416633 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear IRFANA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252056541 for the BCOMOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOC133 

BEVAE181BEGLA135BEGLA136BEGAE182BEGLA137BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2003113410 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BGDG172 BPAE141 BPAE144 BSOE145 BEGS185 

BSOE142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEYASERANDHINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301578030 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK ROY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250415215 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BCOS184 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKANKSHA KASHYAP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053438 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHRUVA BHARTIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060838 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HITANSHU JINDAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060340 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BUTAN GOPE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250048655 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 

BHIC107 BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASHANTH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250745109 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHALINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253441162 for the MAGD2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOGDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOGDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGSP2   MGSE1   MGSE2   MGSE4   MGSE6   MGSE7   MGSE10  

MGSE20  MGSE9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALANKAR BHARTI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056946 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHAN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060566 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAYANA SANTHOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252048891 for the MSCRWEE2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEVE1   MRW5    MRW6    MRW7    MRWE1   MRWP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BANDARU ANUSHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250160752 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIMOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105987574 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3   BPSE142 BPSE143 BSKE141 BPAS186 BHDG175 BSKE150 

BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AARYA PAREEK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059863 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIPRASAD. C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106091915 for the BBARL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: AMK1    BRLT9   BRL6    BRL7    BRL8    ECO1    BCOA1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAMEETHAREENA L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252552541 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMRUTHA P SUBRAMANIAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006857015 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BFDI73  BPCG172 BPCG173 BEGE142 BEGE145 BESE141 BESE142 

BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060062 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAIPOORNIMA VIJAYAKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060289 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C. KALPANA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499259 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BPCE145 BPCE146 BEGE142 BPCS187 BEGS186 

BSOG176 BEGE145 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SEENU P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315137 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANJITH C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250230459 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THUMMA SRINIVASAVIJAYAKALYANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057120 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060674 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIRAM K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201199310 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FIEN JAYA PREETHI F 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250078942 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12   MEG8    MEG15   MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEENATCHI.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254547143 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG14   MEG7    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANDHI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253824135 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1    MEG2    MEG3    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWIN KRISHNA VIGNESHWAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254161886 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact your study 

centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12   MEG8    MEG9    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARANYA S V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254273660 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIDRABANGI SURYA TEJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250152870 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD13   MHD14   MHD15   MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH VIRAT VARSHITH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054603 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVANAND S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053675 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIRANJAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063312 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAN E A RAHIM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252257438 for the MBF2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEKSHA DEVIK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107860439 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG6    MEG9    MEG5    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANIKET ARYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053016 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANURAG BAJPAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964111 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED NAJEEB KP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499768 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAHNAVI S REDDY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059499 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHALLAPALLI NAGA SAI MIHIRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053382 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMANTHA M G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254409340 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYUSH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057135 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITI SRIVASTAVA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058548 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHABH KUMAR JHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060993 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAYAL SAMANTARAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058569 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMESH TUDU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252012559 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AUMARTYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063288 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201083079 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUSHAL DAYAL SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060801 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear STELLA RAMRAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106477831 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVEEN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252012179 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GANGADHARA VIVEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301103060 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALOK JHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059950 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PALAKONDA SREENIVASULU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252259718 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE14  MPYE15  MPYE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ PRABAKARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254169172 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROOPKUMAR E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056843 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR JHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059478 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KETHAVATH SANDHYA BAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254136733 for the MSK2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSK4    MSK6    MSK7    MSK8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARTHI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254342626 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P S SOWNDARYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253117261 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI LALITA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060078 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear IBADUR RAHMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057053 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUFEEDA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253045372 for the BCOMOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOC133 

BEVAE181BEGLA135BEGLA136BEGAE182BEGLA137BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANJUSHA ROOTH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252035153 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164334 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MPSE11  MED8    MPSE6   MPSE8   MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAYANDEEP SARDAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059225 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARINI POOJA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255055019 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHANKAR PRAKASH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252846037 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKAS KUMAR PATEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013880 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BEGLA138BCOS183 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVEDHITHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276735 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBRAMANI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276592 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAARTHANA V H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058070 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YADAV P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054882 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIBIN B GOMEZ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053335 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHUSHBOO KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107503750 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RATNAKAR PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254170276 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIMLA E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964240 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear INFANT A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060669 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREETHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253896813 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAGAR RAMESH KUMBHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107516064 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAGA VIDYA R GE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315219 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATHISHKUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254171673 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPS3    MPAP2   MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POPAT VIDHI RAJESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060118 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMITHA C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254154526 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE12  MPYE13  MPYE14  MPYE15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254163106 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSO2    MPS3    MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDITH K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056695 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARMANDEEP SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252060731 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137BEGLA138BMTC133 

BMTC134 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALEX SHIRLEY DICKSON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251851363 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D SANDEEPDAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251852544 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAGENDRA MAURYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250488680 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SABARMATHI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301607523 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVINAYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060761 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMIT MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250026580 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI8    MHI9    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHATTACHARYA SAAESHA SAMIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057243 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIDHIK RAMACHANDRAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059185 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHITA SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060714 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANAV G GOPAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063185 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREM PRAKASH SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164674 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MPSE1   MPSE5   MPSE8   MPSE3   MPSE4   

MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANIMOZHI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254067988 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIKRISHNAN  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059272 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SENTHILNATHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106654161 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIOM SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250021762 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EISH MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054012 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANGUDU RESHMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253330111 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOMAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300496174 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED NASEEB C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054100 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASHRAJ SATYAJIT GHORPADE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254272766 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BCOS183 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMAMALINI P G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056756 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UKASHA AHMAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251843012 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPAG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS183 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAY PRAKASH YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252495077 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI8    MHI9    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUTHUPANDI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250157846 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS185 BEGG173 BPAS184 BEGG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEEPIKA D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054373 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear U IRUDAYASAMY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254639487 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE7   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTHAIAH K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254422779 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG6    MEG15   MEG17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GARA PREMCHAND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017397 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BCHS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDHANSHU JOSHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105343988 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3   BPAG172 BPAG173 BHIE141 BHIE142 BPSE141 BPSE142 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHALAKSHMI D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254303240 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE5   MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE4   MGPE10  

MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIJIT BISWAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057710 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear REVATHI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252259600 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE9   MPYE11  MPYE12  MPYE13  MPYE14  MPYP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMAPRIYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250512196 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGESHWARAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058450 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POLAMARASETTI FATHIMA RANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254421833 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG15   MEG17   MEG18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUMYASHUBHRA SARKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063246 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOTTEESWARAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252097052 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARDHANI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058466 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALAN TOM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059760 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURIYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059647 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THILAKSUNDAR T D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276674 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANSHA PATEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058105 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAGAN LAL VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108531269 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHARAN SURYA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164720 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TEJAS KULKARNI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054943 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SELVAGANESH K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060653 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIHARI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301094354 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVEEN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108531280 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHUMITA HAZRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152293 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41   MES42   MES43   MES44   MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHITH K JOSEPH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054157 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SALMAN FARISH K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476526 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057840 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SACHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057984 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTHOSH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107477158 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJA SEKAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253105281 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUJIT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253699007 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BECS184 BMTC133 BMTC134 

BPHCT135BPHCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BPHCT137BPHCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138

BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear APPU THADATHIL ELIAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254240666 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE13  MPYE14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RADHIKA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251419663 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BPCG173 BPCS186 BPCG174 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARUN T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060442 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADIL HUSAIN SIDDIQUE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101591590 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDG173 BPCG174 BHIE141 BHIE142 BPSE141 BPSE142 BPCS187 

BCOS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UNIS MASIH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105985587 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG171 BHDE143 BHDE144 BSOS185 BESE141 BESE142 

BPAS186 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHASHINTHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060210 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252018367 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHANDRA PAL SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300841244 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGESH NAVIN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054861 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESHVARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060951 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMIT GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057428 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVINDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250153917 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MPSE1   MPSE7   MPSE8   MPSE4   MGPE8   

MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARTHIBAN G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253900955 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE12  MPYE14  MPYE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJU BALA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254425119 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear USHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254379862 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGAVENDER J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056972 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAUTHAM JAYAKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054898 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHICK V L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476737 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEEPA PAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054901 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI D M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252442924 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KISHORE KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017838 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BSOS184 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BPYC133 BPYC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAHANA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252444444 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R GURUPRAKASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252074524 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M J GOWRI SANKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053612 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISWAJITH S NAIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060756 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVINASH MENON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060015 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKTHILAKSHMI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107542994 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI K J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254378357 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIDEVI K.J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254378275 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TINA ANN DCRUZ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107769761 for the BAVTM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS186 BTME141 BTMS185 BTMG171 BTME144 BTMG172 

BTME143 BTMP142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJIV KUMAR MANDAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088589 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHABH SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105987722 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG171 BHIE144 BEGE142 BSOS185 BPCG176 BHIE143 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHILPA SHAJI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300868116 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SILPA K S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300757869 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIRAJ SAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059837 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THARMICHON RAMSAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060083 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAMIM B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058424 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ELAMPARITHI  S  A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056740 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VAISHALI.I 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134978 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI8    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAUSHAL SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252494419 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI8    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUKHJINDER SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252009637 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BSOS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SREERAG K MARAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058234 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TAMILARASU A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815555 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVANGAN KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058337 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANBU SELVAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251845571 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRAN KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252437492 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VASANTH KUMAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815597 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHATEEB KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060000 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HANAMANT RAMESH TALAWAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134941 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G BOSCO RAJASINGAM KAMARAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252488566 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANYA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058830 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINNARASI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301545191 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAHEEN THABASSUM K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254426434 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MGPE8   

MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARV TYAGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060885 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANO SANKAR T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254169505 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDIKSHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252845431 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK CHAVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134849 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADARSH M WAKE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254338360 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASILETI SRI ANJAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059734 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOHN KEVIN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063328 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAYED ARSALAN HAIDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134828 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BANS183 BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITISH PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060186 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHYAM SUNDAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134324 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TOTTADA SAI SASHANK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059708 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253373495 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BEGG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAHLATHA VARADHAN TPM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250505134 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUVAN  SHANKAR  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059138 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANATH SATHEESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059971 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAKSHMI SK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106648810 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMAD SALMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252844292 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V SHANMUGA SUNDARAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252165157 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV102  MDV108  MDV110  MDV111  MDV115  MEDS42 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253098599 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BPAG173 BCOS184 BSOC105 BSOC106 BSOC107 

BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D. THANUJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349446 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGPE7   MPSE1   MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   MPSE4   

MGPE10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUVVA SAI SIDDARDHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057665 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUJEET SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300887230 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMANTH K J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054835 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHADRACH MANVEL WILLIAMS M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056817 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BADAL BAHADUR CHHETRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057881 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANUSH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474797 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUVARANI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815663 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FAROOKUR RAHMAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107477040 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHADRA MAJI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252094135 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEBANJALI MAJUMDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057095 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIVEK SANKAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057156 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANJAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252209635 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MEDSE46 MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JIBIN M BABY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053485 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUHAMMAD ANAS M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253844661 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPCG174 BEGS185 BEGS186 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIVEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252010854 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROBINSON CHRISTOPHER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057536 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHIKANNA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022285 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K NAVEEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058300 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AISHWARYA MOTURI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250219070 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNIL GUGARWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253978064 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANGAMITHRA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252452938 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG3    MEG4    MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R. RADHIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 200017610 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91    MS55    MS56    MS58    MS96 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109765507 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JENNISHA BALAMBIGA J C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253373685 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BECS184 BEGG174 BCOS183 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JUVERIYA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253345810 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G SABATIN SCHOLASTICA OVIYAA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057705 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEERAJ R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057541 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEVAGI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054630 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYAKANTH  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063164 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.SANDHYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253950880 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRUTHI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063293 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABUL FAYAD A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105111690 for the BAVTM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS186 BTME141 BTMS185 BTMG171 BTME144 BTMG172 

BTME143 BTMP142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABISHEK E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060139 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBISTAN B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107477060 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOKESHWAR K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060910 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONISHA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250460430 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI9    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASITHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252039729 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JANAVI VIJAYASRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059014 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHEYASREE M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252493599 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI8    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANDEEP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107633570 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3   BEGG171 BPCG174 BHDE143 BHDE142 BSOE142 

BSOE143 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LALITH KUMAR AGARWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250152994 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251860283 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BHDG173 BPCS186 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANESH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253444747 for the BCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11   MCS12   MCS13   MCS15   ECO2    BCSL21  BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANTONY AKASH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253842925 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESWARAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253843074 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P RAJESWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156030 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD13   MHD14   MHD15   MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DARWIN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253919879 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254159699 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG14   MEG7    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872005 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BPAG173 BSOS184 BPAG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872767 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BADLE SOHAM PARAG 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060925 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMED FAHAD M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063159 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOE SIJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054748 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056993 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear N J DAVID GEOFFRON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058949 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEKSHANA UMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253294565 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHIPPALA VARSHINI PRIYANKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057639 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJANA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054687 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OVIYA  R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057161 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH K S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254170888 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSO2    MPAP2   MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISWAJITH V R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058363 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTOSH KUMAR SAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251860386 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAMYUGTHABALA B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252436876 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHUBH VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059400 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POOJA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253168438 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GNANAMBIKAI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815513 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.VIJAYALAKSHMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251878620 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPMALA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964071 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD17   MHD18   MHD19   MHD20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMRUTHAKALA P UNNI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100537023 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNDARESWARI T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815806 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMRATA PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250155870 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARATH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474689 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R M VIGNESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253622406 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPAG173 BCOS183 BCOS184 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ELANSELIYAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252437975 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NARESH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253844424 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPCG174 BEGS185 BEGS186 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PUSHPANJAY KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253434559 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UJJWAL RASTOGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060041 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED AFNAN N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254068393 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE2   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AAKASH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252153372 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BAALACHANDRAN  S A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060313 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JYOTHI KHATI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301219488 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PISAL DHIRAJ KISHOR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058379 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHVAK BALAJI T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060611 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARUN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054814 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNAPRIYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251875278 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS186 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V SIVAKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252167041 for the MAFCS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOIDTS. You may contact 

your study centre SOIDTS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFC6    MFC7    MFC8    MFC9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASHINI.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252036289 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear J B SAI SHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059800 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDHAKUMAR N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815540 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MARY SHAMEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154469 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOSES ANTHONY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210171118 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193184 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S ALEXANDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108579072 for the MSCCFT2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCFTL6 MCFTL7 MCFT6 MCFT7 MCFTP1 MCFTP2 MCFTE3 

MCFTE6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAN RAJ K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210185614 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BROODLIN SELVINI S S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250308897 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MPSE11  MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEEVA T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476927 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHAL C V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053715 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAR KALLOLI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254271780 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RINKU MECHERI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253329960 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV102  MDV4    MDV109  MPCE33  MSWE2   MDV108  

MEDS55 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHICK S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815621 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEELAMEGAN L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815690 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANSHI BHATIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255055030 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMALAKANNAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815745 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P S SARVESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255052940 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOKUL M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474945 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEENKUMAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815494 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMARNATH PH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252039565 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KETAN SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176740 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARYAN SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057351 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIDDHARTH C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255055050 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOHAM RANJAN JENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057222 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHAB 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060695 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JYOTHSNA C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058126 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUMIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276611 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S VARSHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252442626 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SACHIN SINGH RAWAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057330 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOMAL K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134290 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESHWARAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022140 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHIK V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057407 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU JAISWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060252 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARA BOBAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254168387 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1   MED8    MPSE6   MPSE7   MED2    MPSE3   MPSE4   

MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIDEVI .N.K. 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254382146 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V AISHWARYA GIRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349981 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1   MPSE2   MPSE5   MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE8   MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRUTHI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349929 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1   MPSE2   MPSE5   MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE8   MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROKKAM RAKESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101605483 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B S RAAHUL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059101 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABHU SAMUVEL U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053994 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A R BRAHMA MUTH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059631 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FAHEEMA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253717158 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMLESH SINGH CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254304800 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 

BHIC107 BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AAMI ANNE ZIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057177 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUMJHUM KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254165161 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGPE7   MPSE1   MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDHITHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057109 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAKESH GOPINATHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253812047 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MESP1   MES131  MES132  MES133  MES134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CVS SUDHIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254518654 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BPCG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAKSHMI PRIYA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252037747 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYASREE M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250079379 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AARABI POTRAMARAI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300840715 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI V M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250051068 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUPRAJA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250051113 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LIJIN M N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054537 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A. HELEN VICTORIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254382470 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHITA DEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060123 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RASHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252439772 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI RAMOJI SAI SANTOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101539252 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG174 BEGE141 BEGE142 BMTE141 BMTE144 

BEGS185 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P MANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252188276 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A. R SAI SNEHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254849117 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHESH SAMUEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057412 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASODHAI R P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053886 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C. S. NANDHINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058168 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UDAY KISHOR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874245 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BHDG173 BANS184 BSOC105 BSOC106 BSOC107 

BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONISHA.P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105075123 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPAG174 BPCE145 BPCE146 BEGE141 BEGE142 

BPCS187 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEETHESH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474755 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL PRASAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874517 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BHDG173 BANS184 BSOC105 BSOC106 BSOC107 

BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LIVASREE S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253842859 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPAG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BRINDHA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474837 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANDI NELSON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106092629 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10   BRL11   BRL12   BRL13   BRL15   BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S RADHIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254343453 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JITHESH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200870357 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOURAV SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105992626 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BGDG172 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGS185 BSOE142 

BSOE143 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BLESSY XAVIER F 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106651115 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact your study 

centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3    BPCG174 BPSE141 BPSE142 BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGS185 

BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUN.A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250050816 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHASHIKANT BABASAHEB SHEVALE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251378461 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BECS184 BPAG174 BCOS183 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDHINI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251856806 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCG173 BANS184 BEGG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 

BHIC107 BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARYAN DAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058194 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMRENDRA KUMAR MONU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059605 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIBYAJYOTI KUMAR BHARATI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964256 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAL P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058635 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARUN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252063561 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HAREESHNI N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058867 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMIT SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057979 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANNU MAYANK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059992 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHAVANI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053567 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BUDHLAL KORAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250425804 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    

BBYCT135BBYCL136BCHCT135BCHCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BBYCT137BBYCL138

BCHCT137BCHCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJAY V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058790 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEENA VENKATESWARI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252030927 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVETHA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254341614 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYA MEHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057876 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JANANI.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250428953 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101682303 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE141 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIRAM.L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252169717 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONEE KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872849 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.PRASANNA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252390991 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARTHIPAN T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109778470 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear INDUJA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300143027 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R.MADHUMITA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251843199 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TUSHTI ARAVIND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107853105 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARI PRASATH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300867660 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMANT PRIYA TANK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208602 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4   MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MEC106  MECE101 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIMEGALAI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251836414 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P NEVEDHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964214 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA JOSHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200869886 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPO3   MMPO4   

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250401314 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWP1   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201637592 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A BHAVANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105076665 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C P JANANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105937573 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARUNIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060606 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVANISH KIRUTHIK.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349554 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MPSE8   MPSE9   MED2    MGPE8   MGPE10  

MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195914171 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG172 BHIE141 BHIE144 BSOE145 BPCS187 BPCS188 BSOE142 

BABG171 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear REKHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301093620 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIYA SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060205 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHANTHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254379121 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVIVARMAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059354 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MATHIAZHAGAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058614 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARATH KUMAR N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253725467 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R DEVANAND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059919 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BIPUL SINGHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254338014 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPIKA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300887456 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANSKRITHI B S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476167 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATHISH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474610 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK SENGAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251871544 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear O LAJAL MAMMUTTY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058213 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SELVARANI G S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349493 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   MPSE4   

MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear USHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250278576 for the MTTM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MTTM9 MTTM10 MTTM11 MTTM16 MTTM12 MTTM13 

MTTM14 MTTM115 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S V MEENA GAYATHRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254161166 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12   MEG4    MEG8    MEG9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI KRISHNA L G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200121739 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPF11  MMPF4   

MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHREDHA ANIL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054964 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAVANAPERUMAL M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252839300 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARISH KRISHNA L G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200121493 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPF11  MMPF4   

MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUNKUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252554565 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE2   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAPPU KUMAR SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253098496 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BPAG173 BCOS184 BSOC105 BSOC106 BSOC107 

BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMED SHIFNAZ FATHIMA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253899258 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EMIL MANOJ NELLACAUMGAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053079 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAGYA KAUSHIK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254158347 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOSHIKA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301135664 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJITHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301628697 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAMRESH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100537907 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVISHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276648 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABDUL AJEES S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254748195 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BEGS185 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJEEV KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254157741 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K G S VINAYAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252020678 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOANNA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254075371 for the MARD2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: RDD6    RDD7    MRDE101 MRDE3   MRDE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MD MUJIBUR RAHMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254166316 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MPSE1   MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE8   MPSE4   

MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JANANI. M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254170620 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD13   MHD14   MHD15   MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALWAR DEEPTHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201638032 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPF11  MMPF4   

MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED MUNEER H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201637519 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYABALAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474550 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJAY P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474879 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANO M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252858510 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.DURGA DEVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107544955 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJIT SURESH NAGANUR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134788 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGASREE G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254426516 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUNNA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108566250 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254771430 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MPSE1   MPSE11  MED8    MPSE7   MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGENDAR SINGH H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106656349 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCHET147BCHEL148BCOS185 BCOS186 

BBYET141BBYEL142BZYET141BZYEL142BCHET149BCHEL150BBYET143BBYEL144B

ZYET143BZYEL144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V VISHNU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301567930 for the MBAMM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POONGUNDRAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201083145 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEKALA SURYA CHANDRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254301632 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ACHYUT KUMAR MUKHERJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252385629 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI8    MHI9    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYAKUMAR K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476336 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEEVA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315292 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MURALI GUNPAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105985801 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE144 BPSE142 BPSE143 BEGS185 BPCG176 BHIE143 BPAS186 

BHDG175 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BAHADUR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2110045400 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE144 BHDE143 BHDE144 BEGS185 BHIE143 BPAS186 

BHDG175 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JANANI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254676454 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MPSE3   MPSE4   MHI6    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH BHAKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2000436678 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG171 BPAG172 BHIE144 BHIE145 BPSE141 BPSE142 BSOS185 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAURAV KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106158069 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG174 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPCS187 BSOE141 BSOE142 

BPAS186 BHDG175 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIPUL KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252553487 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANNAVARAPU ROY DAVID 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253044674 for the BCAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAVANAN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107477116 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEGA  V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253457913 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VENKATESAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107475319 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTHOSH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474708 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107477190 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESH ANTONY F 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201173038 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VENKATESAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474586 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIMARAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107475366 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHIKA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253844194 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG173 BEGG174 BEGS185 BEGS186 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVAKAR A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815576 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDHAKISHORE R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054481 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VILAS V GOPAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252390250 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVINASH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058698 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATHEERTH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250026759 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GURUBARAN E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476608 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEETHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815766 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KALEESWARI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253928171 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANAVATH NAGARAJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057686 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear METTALA RAVI TEJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057259 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANSKAR UPADHYAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109911582 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANUJA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254276566 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABINAYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252168747 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANCHITHA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105989031 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BSOS184 BPCC133 BPCC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIGAMANI D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254381047 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEENA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254748488 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KEERTHIVASAN M K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057027 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEGADEESWARAN B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253340362 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254851325 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 BCOS183 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEVETHA SRI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109869076 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHISH KUMAR MEENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013508 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEGIREDDI SRI CHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301216508 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH KUMAR SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872941 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BSOG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BCOS183 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134330 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R S JOTHISH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053150 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P.SUNDARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254522588 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE4   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BASTI RAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252011207 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAM NIWASH SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300869391 for the MCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S SUNITHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252492376 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHESH T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251768372 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOSHI ANUJA ULHAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060057 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANGEETHA BALACHANDAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254782230 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINNAKOTA MENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250079086 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHISHA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649240 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJEEV KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105262839 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEERAJ PAREEK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253433681 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAC133 BPAC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BCOS184 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DURGA DEVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250448564 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANTHASRI SAILAPATHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252389727 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KISHOR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300182785 for the PGDCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS206  MCS207  MCS208  MCSL209 MCSL210 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P V YESASVINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057080 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BINCY SKARIAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300887760 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASOKAN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254067381 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI GAJARAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250416525 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAYANK KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254426671 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHITHIN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252209445 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MWG11   MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHUMIDAA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300194549 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKSHI ANANDRAO KHEDKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058110 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHYA NANDHINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300840464 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAGESHWARI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253092374 for the BAHDH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDC105 BHDC106 BHDC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BHDC108 

BHDC109 BHDC110 BSKG176 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BANDI NAGA MOUNIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252540387 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE2   MANE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYADHARSHINI CS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252439941 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRAVAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2110090816 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BHIE144 BPAE141 BPAE144 BPCS187 BEGS186 BHIE143 

BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PATLE CHIRAG BABULAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134303 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHEETAL PARASHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250301233 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES101  MES102  MES104  MES103  MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KALIPINDI UMA MAHESWARA RAO 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252389434 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRIBHAGWAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251856920 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BANS183 BPAG173 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAMIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254781450 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MPSE3   MPSE4   MHI6    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ISWARYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251501724 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PUPINDER SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301565686 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MERAJYOTH SAGAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057599 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SALINI M S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300194446 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATHI RAMAKRISHNAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107849506 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26   MJM27   MJM28   MJM29   MJM30   MJM31   MJML22  

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252019131 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056822 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHAIN SINGH MALAWAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252493860 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI8    MHI9    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREETHI.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254646911 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MPSE3   MPSE4   MHI6    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEHUL KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250231692 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVIPRIYA E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253821542 for the MAWGS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOGDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOGDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MWG5    MWG6    MWG7    MWG8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARSHATH ABDULLAH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252342165 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301519485 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABHAKARAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252346520 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ILLANGOVAN D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252093252 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDU S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300211749 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEERAJ KRISHNA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252342397 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAURABH GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251695677 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVIA PRIYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254682098 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIKANDAN B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253331205 for the MSCRWEE2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MRW5    MRW6    MRW7    MRWE1   MRWE2   MRWP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARANISH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060592 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUHAIL S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109816158 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAKIB EKBAL BARBHUIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060355 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANAV NANDAKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057285 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAFEEZAH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254167734 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1   MED8    MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   MPSE4   

MGPE10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUJ KUMAR TIWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088742 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEEN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200972913 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANALAKSHMI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200972765 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA SUNIL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058738 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PUNATH NAVYA JYOTHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201173070 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DAISY J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254557706 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV4    MPCE33  MSWE2   MDV110  MDV111  MDV115  

MEDS55 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIHARIKA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254409416 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PETA BHAVANI SANKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251844718 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPCG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJUL PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254165080 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MED8    MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MGPE10  MGPE11  

MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANTONY JACKSON A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252490115 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARPITA BOSE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201134279 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BEGS185 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMINI MATHAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200728548 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BEGS185 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANSU CHAKRABORTY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063204 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TOM MATHEWS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301102911 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251875787 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BCOS183 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YAZHINI M V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201223967 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BUZIL SAMEER A S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059056 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MALAVIKA SIJU ALUKKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060226 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAWAHAR BABU B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301466003 for the MBAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVIRAJ E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254249560 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HINA BENNY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253725370 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200973437 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAKASH SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253823611 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG3    MEG15   MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105075890 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUKUNDAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301635280 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.MAHADEVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301530484 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11   MCS12   MCS13   MCS15   ECO2    BCSL21  BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S JAGADESWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253969231 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDS184 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIKSHITA K JAIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250447315 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG14   MEG4    MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATHI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109587642 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAUSHLIYA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251860468 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG173 BANS184 BCOS183 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear Saajitha Begum 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201653401 for the MSCMACS4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMTE5   MMTE6   MMTE7   MMTP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THAMARAI KANNAN S T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253332768 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G LAKSHMANAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251842504 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAPIL KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106158264 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG172 BHIE144 BPSE141 BPSE142 BSOS185 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARAVIND S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208520 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MWG11   MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARROLLA SAITHARUN GOUD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100032155 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVETHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301138494 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K NAGARJUN PATRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254272935 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BMTC133 BMTC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNDARA MAHALINGAM K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108566558 for the BAECH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BECC111 BECC112 BECC113 BECC114 BECE141 BECE143 BECE142 

BECE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANKAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105019900 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE145 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIHARIKA YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255055045 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DOLAT SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109880898 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BHIE142 BPSE142 BPSE143 BEGS185 BPCG176 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SREEABITHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254560124 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109817869 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABHA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252839505 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UTPAL BHARALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109496199 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASAMEEN MUSHTAQ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195923994 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG7    MEG8    MEG5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ILAKKIYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301091294 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI PRASNNA KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255055071 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANKA  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059251 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMAL K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054440 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA MITTAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022650 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHITH KUMAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059098 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPA ANJANA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252317558 for the BASKH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSKC105 BSKC106 BSKC107 BSKC108 BSKC109 BSKC110 BSKS186 

BSKS185 BSKG171 BSKG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGUL S V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059328 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARANYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250498884 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALBRIGHT SAJI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254640235 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOGESH  A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252029546 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOMATHI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108210187 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THANVEERUL IRFAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200972847 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOBHITH ULLAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254136585 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIRAM S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251871380 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPCG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHARMILA D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102180017 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS11    MS91    MS95    MS27    MS97 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAKKENA VENKATA PRAVEEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301242739 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAURABH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106474010 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BPAG174 BPSE141 BPSE142 BHDE141 BEGS185 

BEGS186 BHDE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBA ROHINI M. 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200741004 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MRITYUNJAY PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250400410 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONICA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254273926 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSU KURIAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254379327 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060530 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KALYANI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106153196 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10   BRL11   BRL12   BRL13   BRL15   BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GHULAM AHMAD RAZA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253458165 for the MSCRWEE2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEVE1   MRW5    MRW6    MRW7    MRWE2   MRWP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMARDEEP VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253092116 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   BPCG173 BSOS184 BPAG174 BECC105 BECC106 BECC107 

BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DILLIBABU L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252095830 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS184 

BBYCT135BBYCL136BCHCT135BCHCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BBYCT137BBYCL138

BCHCT137BCHCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138BCHS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOWTHAMME RAI K G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109864310 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BPCE145 BPCE146 BSOG176 BCOS185 BESE141 

BESE142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUKESH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254172134 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHRISTY JOSEPH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059307 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANKA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252094670 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AISHWARYA DEVI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252021524 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABINAYADEVI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252029314 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHIVYA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254309119 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 190954480 for the BA3  programme and 

the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study centre 

2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, practical 

etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different from the 

one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is the final 

one.   

Courses Opted: AHE1    EHD5    EHI5    EHD4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJAMEENAKSHI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253821223 for the MAWGS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOGDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOGDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MWG5    MWG9    MWG10   MWG11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARRAVINDHEAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060273 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MITHILESH KUMAR MANJHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156792 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAWAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106051194 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253934955 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BPCS185 BPAG173 BPAG174 BECC105 BECC106 BECC107 

BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATYAM KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106007930 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THIYAGARAJAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254309187 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181BRL105  BRL106  BRL107  BRL108  BRL109  BRL110  

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SULTAN KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100797376 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057304 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA P BHATT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058384 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIPESH KUSHWAHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107507756 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAUL WESLEY S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102173390 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS4     MS55    MS56    MS58    MS96 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R SANGEETHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109884337 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIPIN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108549102 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG174 BHIE144 BEGE142 BEGS185 BHIE143 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANISHA V P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253725620 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRISENTHILDEVI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250025454 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BECS184 BMTC133 BMTC134 

BCHCT135BCHCL136BPHCT135BPHCL136BCHCT137BCHCL138BPHCT137BPHCL13

8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJAVEL V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251852971 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT1    CIT2    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRITHIBA.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006141165 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG7    MEG5    MEG16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMI V M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253823313 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1    MEG2    MEG3    MEG4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARISHMA HEMANATHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251502736 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIHARAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250425912 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    

BCHCT135BCHCL136BGYCT135BGYCL136BPHCT135BPHCL136BCHCT137BCHCL13

8BGYCT137BGYCL138BPHCT137BPHCL138BCHS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJAUL SEIKH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254762573 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BPCS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONICA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301092921 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOSEPH C ENOKKARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251875555 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATHY M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254351994 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE2   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A.SENTHIL MURUGAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253322543 for the PGDINDS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEV1    MEV2    MEV5    MIS25   MIS26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M DHANNYA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108570178 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.RAMAKRISHNANAND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252439387 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE36 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252496598 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA138BCOS184 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEYA SURYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253899371 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVASHREE N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105444005 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BPAG174 BPCE145 BPCE146 BEGS185 BANE145 

BANE146 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEHA BABY MUNDACKAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193453 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AISHWARYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300182825 for the PGDCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS206  MCS207  MCS208  MCSL209 MCSL210 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G LAKSHMANAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004223979 for the BSCANH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANC111 BANC112 BANC113 BANC114 BANE141 BANE144 

BANE147 BSOE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FAZY P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300116886 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.V.VISRUTI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252457652 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE1   MANE2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DANUSH BALA  P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210181688 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874590 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMARESAN S V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060463 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MISHRA AVINASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106052061 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOMATHI.D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109869862 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BOSEE.V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060735 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P SUBRAMANYAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253671756 for the BSCANH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BANC105 BANC106 

BANC107 BANC108 BANC109 BANC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANN CHERIAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060308 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SACHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254362197 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD13   MHD14   MHD15   MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GANESH PRAJAPATI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105939581 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG172 BEGG173 BPSE141 BPSE144 BEGS185 BEGS186 

BANE145 BANE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254348809 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOVIND KUMAR DIXIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254273084 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BPCC133 BPCC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BPYC133 BPYC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P SAI SURYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046501 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226  MSE29   MSE30   MSE31   MSE33   MSE34   MSE35   

MSE36   MSEL37  MSEP38  MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA AJITH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060864 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHELA GHANSHYAM MADANLAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253668109 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYSHABANU H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254835068 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARIFE KHAN K A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006506284 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91    MS100   MS68    MS611   MS612 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHESH E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476850 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNKANT SINGH CHHAUNKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252001600 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BEGC133 BEGC134 BMTC133 BMTC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHRMRAJ JAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254762892 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BCOS184 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEETHU K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649980 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIBI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106052138 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAGANNATH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253373448 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAVITHRA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253934575 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPAG173 BECS184 BEGG174 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.SRI MADHU PRIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252557137 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE2   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIPU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250418277 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BPAG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMAR GAURAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499325 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUVAN NARAYANAN SRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300472059 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11   MCS12   MCS13   MCS15   ECO2    BCSL21  BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOYITA MAJUMDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254651116 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHOKKALINGAM M N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254385715 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26   MJM27   MJM28   MJM29   MJM30   MJM31   MJML22  

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARANDAMAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301568638 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYASHREE V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300840567 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KABIR JAIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056680 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254155944 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAVITHRA B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105354616 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ SHAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107504818 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOWSHIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252845318 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANPISE KETAN BALASAHEB 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058018 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUNNA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251857042 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BANS183 BPAG173 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDESH GHOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251856998 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BANS183 BPAG173 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088824 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE145 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHETAN RAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252496237 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANU SRI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056519 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAHUL HAMEED N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300143393 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMASUBRAMANIAM M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253205043 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V V SHREE HARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254168788 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MED8    MPSE6   MPSE8   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OMKAR CHAUBEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254337980 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA KOTAGIRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201032615 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK KUMAR SEXENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254418470 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI8    MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALA MUGESH RAJ S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252841884 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALACHANDAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254426820 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254521848 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252438992 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAVANYA.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252038189 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MILAN ROY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057475 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105985632 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3    BPAG172 BPSE142 BPSE143 BSOE146 BPCS187 BSOE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL GULIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254272956 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105939323 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BEGG174 BPSE142 BPSE143 BHDE141 BEGS185 

BEGS186 BHDE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PINTU KUMAR SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017329 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254158033 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD21   MHD22   MHD23   MHD24 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEERAJ PAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251660310 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BINDU.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250407694 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMIT KALIRAWNA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013730 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108549057 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BGDG172 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPCS187 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKITHA C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649907 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARJUN YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105985484 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BPCG172 BHIE144 BHIE145 BPSE141 BPSE144 BPCS187 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABISHAKE A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253823490 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12   MEG4    MEG8    MEG9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNENDU K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649321 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT KUMAR MEENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013447 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VENKAT RAMAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254640050 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL AHIRWAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057496 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHEMMOZHI M K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056930 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHANAGONDACHANDRASHEKHARACHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252390395 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MIDHUN BOSE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251501051 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWIN DANIEL PETER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057032 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHITHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107503236 for the BTS3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT3    TS3     TS7     TS6     PTS2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAURAV SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254405067 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALPHONSA GEORGE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254467602 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIMLUCKY SHERPA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250231481 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG6    MEG15   MEG17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHYAM MOHAN T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301594426 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B SIVA NAGA EMMANUEL HEMANTH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252546425 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1 MANI3 MANE4 MANE5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED NIHAL T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056709 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUNKUMAR B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301584705 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJAD YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252494173 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI8 MHI9 MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMIT KUMAR GROVER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252450679 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NARAYANA BEHERA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251836245 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKTHI THIRUMAGAN ELA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252574664 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES101 MES102 MES104 MES103 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHAM SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254405196 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2 BEGS183 BHIC133 BHIC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAND KISHOR NAND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964050 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POONCHEZHIAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046380 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226 MSE29 MSE30 MSE31 MSE33 MSE34 MSE35 MSE36 

MSEL37 MSEP38 MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARATH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254162882 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEDSE46 MGSE9 MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJEEV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872330 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BSOG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BEGS185 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANAY SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134284 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPAG173 BECS184 BPCG174 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SREE ARAVINTHINI R J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254160792 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG15 MEG16 MEG13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYISHA FAIROZ.B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252843491 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSOE3 MSOE4 MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINAYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254379179 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11 MPCE12 MPCE13 MPCE14 MPCE15 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M. PARISH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251876320 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT KUMAR MIHARIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301096399 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear INTHUJA.G.J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300841711 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106130267 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BMTE141 BMTE144 BEGS185 BPHET141 BPHEL142 BCHET149 

BCHEL150 BPHET143 BPHEL144 BCHET141 BCHEL142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHUTOSH PRATEEK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056885 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYUSHI TANDON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058240 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEDALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300886193 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKAS KUMAR RAJAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 194045475 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3 BEGS186 BBYET141 BBYEL142 BZYET141 BZYEL142 

BCHET149 BCHEL150 BBYET143 BBYEL144 BZYET143 BZYEL144 BCHET141 

BCHEL142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BLESSY SERAPH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252386651 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26 MJM27 MJM28 MJM29 MJM30 MJM31 MJML22 

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABDUL SAHAL H K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056838 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESH KUMAR PANDIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017437 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPA GAUTAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313341 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear IMRAN AHMED C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300123951 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253170179 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R.MAHESWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254947854 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAND KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253947295 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VASANTHAN J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254067864 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5 MVP6 MVP7 MVP8 MVP9 MVPS1 MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MATHAN BHAARATHI A S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202571940 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SABIHAFARHEEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254421978 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG4 MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHAVA KRISHNAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250502304 for the MAUS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MEDS47 MEDS48 MEDS49 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUP PARMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059740 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872704 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BCOS183 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUHEENA NOOR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253822770 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG4 MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear WILBERT S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 160343041 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJANA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253950180 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SABARI PRIYA K S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200869778 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJEET KUMAR SHAW 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254272998 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 BCOS183 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATHYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006393974 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANDHYARANI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254049480 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYALAKSHMI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252437316 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHARAJA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250448369 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINOTH KUMAR D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253317660 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVEDHA R.S. 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109875248 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KINNERA PRASHANTHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102180911 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFP4 MFP5 MS55 MS68 MS612 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEENA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253045412 for the BCOMOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOC133 BEVAE181 BEGLA135 BEGLA136 BEGAE182 BEGLA137 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANISH SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106473918 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABISHEK P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210172618 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNIGDHA SREE R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254136878 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSOE3 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHISH GAVAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252455449 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG4 MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LALITHA MEENAKSHI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254160961 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11 MEG4 MEG17 MEG18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIZAR AHMED  I 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059380 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBRAMANIAN .C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004971760 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIRISHA GAJULA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200120769 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVINDRA CHOUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004024350 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOURNA REKHA CHETTIYAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106091582 for the BBARL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: AMK1 BRLT9 BRL6 BRL7 BRL8 ECO1 BCOA1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P  WINIFRED 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315060 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S JOSHICA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200868030 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SABIHA BEGAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254898981 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIDHEESH S MENON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108209822 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FARITHA E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251851450 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BSOG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250129910 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI8 MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SADDAM HOSSAIN KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109500004 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANTHAKUMAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109696617 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BMTC133 BMTC134 BCHCT135 BCHCL136 

BPHCT135 BPHCL136 BCHCT137 BCHCL138 BPHCT137 BPHCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED YASEEN M G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201628287 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4 MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEC106 MECE103 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KEVIN THOMAS M P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057201 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHIN ANANDH B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164530 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1 MPSE7 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE4 MGPE10 MGPE11 MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA BHARATHI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253409875 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AGAM VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250130721 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UDAY ASHWINI SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301099757 for the MBF2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252754476 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESHKUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101568775 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAVITHRA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254351947 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE2 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOTTEESWARI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252556362 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE7 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEBA JOSHUA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253903698 for the MHDOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD13 MHD14 MHD15 MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMALEI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107512557 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDHAKARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251878220 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 BPCC107 

BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VADIVELU K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274413 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAAVAI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253908998 for the MAFCS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOIDTS. You may contact 

your study centre SOIDTS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFC6 MFC7 MFC8 MFC9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DWIVEDI TUSHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201008012 for the MBF4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPB3 

MMPB5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUSHARE SHUBHAM RAMESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057325 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGENDER KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013128 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BECS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TAMILARASAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274922 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NUTAN KUMAR SATAPATHY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105665773 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIKRISHNAN P N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 166545620 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS55    MS56    MS57    MS58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHANKAR DEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107976706 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUTHU LAVANYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254378784 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARYAN DUBEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053741 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNIL RAJ S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058511 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GIRI C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815529 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KISHON R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060519 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AAKASH J S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056490 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANDEEP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250023575 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SODAN RAM KAGAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105995142 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE143 BPSE144 BEGE142 BPCS187 BEGE145 BPAS186 

BHDG175 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATHYABHARATH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046327 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226  MSE29   MSE30   MSE31   MSE33   MSE34   MSE35   

MSE36   MSEL37  MSEP38  MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURYA NARAYAN SAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058640 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013806 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BPCC133 BPCC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAURAV BHATT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105986109 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3    BPAG174 BPSE141 BPSE142 BEGE142 BSOS185 BEGE145 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT B SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250305542 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHI A N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057578 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALOK KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057618 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEGHA SHEETHAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300757787 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEETA DEVI YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254773731 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1    MEG2    MEG3    MEG4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSHU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252018562 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGESHWARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054394 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARSHINI H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060416 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIKANDA PRABHU M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058888 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUN KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109496007 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252496875 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M. VARSHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250515889 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAY YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252011315 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISH GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060870 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDYA RAMESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254377140 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROSHNI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109878057 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASWINI  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058620 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SINATRA MARSHAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254421140 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG4    MEG8    MEG9    MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A. ASHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252436156 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KASHYAP SWATHI RANGARAJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254387092 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41   MES42   MES43   MES44   MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RONAK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058276 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUPALI SAMAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106484960 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RITAM MUKHERJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057217 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEENA PRADEEP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053269 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNIL P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253928192 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARIGA BASAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058189 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALEKHYA LAKSHMI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253897131 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJNANDINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057198 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIJAI J P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253373392 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANJITHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252039138 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOMMUKURI SUBHASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252540535 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE2   MANE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYAN KULANGARATH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056674 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARUNAN T J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054840 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATISH KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2005540026 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHWATHIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254162500 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE13  MPYE14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HAMZATH SUMAIYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253712618 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056503 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUMYA MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059523 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.ABISHEK MOSES 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872387 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   BPAC101 BSOG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA C MENON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056798 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RATHIKA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252845766 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MPS3    MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R.VIDHYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252443160 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMMADI DHARANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252842690 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056890 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MYTHILI J S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106648997 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact your study 

centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BPCG172 BHIE144 BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGS185 

BEGS186 BHIE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYUSH PANDA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060150 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARATHI C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253372396 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R ASHOK MURALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253899710 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRINIDHI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300116968 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIKENDRA KUMAR MANDAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252494960 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MHI6    MHI8    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAGULURI NEERAJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105103610 for the BSWG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW128  BSW129  BSWL108 BSW130  BSW131  BSWL109 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C DHARMARAJAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107648749 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARSHAA JONES A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058419 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARANYA K L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253298956 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKAS KUMAR MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060165 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JACQUES ANTONY JOHNSON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060036 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MICHAEL ALFRED 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057346 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAND K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252492490 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear N PRAVIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058527 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUHAMMED AKMAL K A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059781 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GULSHAN DUBEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056714 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S USHA SREE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201662430 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA ROSHINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874857 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BEGG174 BCOS183 BPCC105 BPCC106 BPCC107 

BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYADHARISHINI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057069 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C KEERTHANA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107651064 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVIBAVANESH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252169532 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJAKUMARAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057794 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI SUBRAMANIAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252488859 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G SIVAKRISHNA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058050 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANTH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056910 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARINI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252553790 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATHIYUTHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254351572 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2   MSOE3   MSOE4   MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252438288 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANDHIYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056864 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEVENDRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254762737 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BOMNALE NIKHIL PRALHAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058023 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAVANA SUNDAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2003093633 for the BCA5  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCS51   BCS52   BCS53   BCS54   BCS55   BCSL56  BCSL57  BCSL58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GANGA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056777 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THAMBIDURAI M C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060231 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIJU K P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253374090 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BPAG173 BPAG174 BCOS183 BPCC105 BPCC106 BPCC107 

BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANIL VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250405346 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG4    MEG6    MEG17   MEG18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056870 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONIKA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252038018 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254651380 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSO2    MPS3    MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARSHIT KUMAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060099 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEGITHA NADAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106151260 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10   BRL11   BRL12   BRL13   BRL15   BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAURYA SINGH RAWAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057921 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROOP RAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059890 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CURIE V VALAVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060988 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUMYA RAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058342 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASATH KUMAR A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254640446 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYAL ABHIJIT SHIRODKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250447911 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARSH NARAYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058487 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA N PILLAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054753 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAZIMA ANJUM M.A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253719675 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGHUL J C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254175998 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BARATH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059170 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RABINDOSS M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060571 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRITI MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254166548 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MGPE7   MED8    MPSE7   MED2    MGPE8   MGPE11  

MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPTI TIRKEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301103570 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUBAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107543183 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B JANAKI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252164844 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV109  MPCE31  MSWE2   MDV111  MDV115  MEDS42  

MEDS55 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear J MOHAMMED FAHAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056859 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KATHIJA AMREEN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253717420 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KONATI LAKSHMI SAI VENNELA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252843655 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MSOE3   MSOE4   MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANEETHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252443387 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V VANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315477 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE143 BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE141 BSOE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MD WAHID MIAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054584 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIBIN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057808 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAISWAL HETVI ANILKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058281 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONA S  MOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255033257 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAIGIRIPRASATH G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059945 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S PREETHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254167267 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MPSE11  MPSE6   MPSE7   MED2    MPSE3   

MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KASHISH FATIMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060397 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVI BHUSHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253901530 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE10  MPYE12  MPYE14  MPYE15  MPYE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANUSHRAJ S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476969 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJKUMAR G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253920993 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGG174 BCOS184 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060381 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA PALAKKAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054990 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOWTHAMAN T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253671838 for the BSCANH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   BPAG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BANC105 BANC106 

BANC107 BANC108 BANC109 BANC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M DIVYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201622993 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHUSHI DUBEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060400 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARATH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254698957 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRABANTI SASMAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201820535 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MWG11   MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EMAYAVAL N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254303208 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1   MED8    MPSE5   MPSE6   MPSE7   MPSE4   MGPE11  

MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ RAM B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255053211 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATHUL P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057500 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDYA DARSHINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254699784 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1    MEG2    MEG3    MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252540896 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE1   MANE7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250272536 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2    BSOG173 BCOS183 BPAC105 BPAC106 BPAC107 

BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAY KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107505096 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTHANAGOPALAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301093126 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOGULNITHISH K S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254075073 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3    MPSE3   MPSE4   MHI6    MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A EZHILI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301545313 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHYAMU SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106087900 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATHI.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253900019 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUN P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300054676 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CANDIDA ANDREW 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254421216 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14   MEG4    MEG16   MEG13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P.NISHA CLAUDIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252031760 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LALITH KUMAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253928079 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVINESH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107475392 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK PAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017247 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BEGLA138BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PETER HADLEE HART 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254267435 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181BRL105  BRL106  BRL107  BRL108  BRL109  BRL110  

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEETHA U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300143053 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SASIPRIYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254072428 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE2   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S JAYA PRASANNA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057515 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.VINODHINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252035976 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DURKKADHEVI.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101561960 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG6    MEG7    MEG8    MEG5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIVEK R NAIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200120455 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPO3   MMPO4   

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANE ANUSHKA ASHUTOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057937 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEEJA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253725913 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253843027 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOKULKRISHNA M R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057963 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MILIND M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252092071 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVEENKUMAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251871797 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPCG173 BPCS186 BPCG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJAY GOWTHAM VA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252491852 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EDWIN VARGHESE DOMINIC 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057367 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHRUV NAIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058131 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear T VIKRAM SHIVA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058893 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DARSANA RAVINDRAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250499849 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK ARYAN SETHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060268 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHALINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250658961 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D SHIBI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255054706 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ELIM ENOCH BENNY P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254161696 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG3    MEG15   MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DILEEP KUMAR VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254751408 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEENAKSHI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301416471 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUVANESWARI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250285657 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT1    CIT2    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANIRUDH BALAJI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102179783 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91    MFP4    MS97    MS44    MS46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAVANAN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253815508 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAPOLEAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060524 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3     TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear T.MADHUMITHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250128302 for the MCAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEERAJ MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201042819 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAY RAMANATHAN G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006383127 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS10 MS95 MS100 MS56 MS58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMIRTHA AKSHAYA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250230926 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEGHA MUKHIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2003968102 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BFDI73 BMTE141 BMTE144 BEGS186 BPHET141 BPHEL142 

BCHET149 BCHEL150 BPHET143 BPHEL144 BCHET141 BCHEL142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHEERTHIGHIRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250439330 for the BSCANH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BPCG174 BANC105 BANC106 

BANC107 BANC108 BANC109 BANC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHAL VIGNESHWARAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210161457 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUPESH P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201069785 for the BCA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCSL16 MCS24 BCS40 BCS41 BCS42 BCSL43 BCSL44 BCSL45 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JINU P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106051717 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHARON MARIA ALLEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006126113 for the BSWG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW128 BSW129 BSWL108 BSW130 BSW131 BSWL109 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PADMANABAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250448667 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NOORUL AMEEN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106158135 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact your study 

centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG172 BEGE141 BEGE142 BSOE141 BSOE142 

BCOS185 BCOS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BAVITHRA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107646031 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOMNATH DAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214374 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VENKATAKRISHNAN N B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106486005 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANI K P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474903 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYALEKSHMI A V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107767820 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DILEEP PRABHU U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250499047 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11 MPCE12 MPCE13 MPCE14 MPCE15 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMAR RAJSHEKHER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106744183 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BSOG173 BPAS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWANI SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004026054 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPCG174 BPSE143 BPSE146 BEGE142 BEGS185 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PADMANABAM. C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107631108 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact your study 

centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BPAG172 BPSE143 BPSE146 BEGE142 BSOS185 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOLDEN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109780923 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BGDG172 BHIE142 BHIE145 BPSE141 BPSE144 BSOS185 BEGS186 

BPCG175 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M K SURYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210181410 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P SARANYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109894762 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCO1 MCO3 MCO4 MCO5 MCO6 MCO7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANAB KUMAR MALLICK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105020476 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BASKARAN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200870275 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESH JANGID 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109876500 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE143 BPSE144 BEGE142 BPCS187 BEGE145 BPAS186 

BHDG175 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250063449 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C NIVEDITA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250075882 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134601 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K KOKILA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250136611 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10   MEG14   MEG4    MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NISHADHA PRIYA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108992759 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARINI N P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250182432 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V.B LAKSHMI PRIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250049097 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4    MFN5    MFN7    MFN9    MFNL4   MFNL5   MFNL7   

MFNP11  MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKHIL ARUN THOMAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107474349 for the BAECH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BECC111 BECC112 BECC113 BECC114 BECE141 BECE143 BECE142 

BECE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANU PRITHVIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106457732 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHUBHA C.N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254269103 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V OOHA REDDY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253288109 for the MTTM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MTTM9   MTTM10  MTTM11  MTTM16  MTTM12  MTTM13  

MTTM14  MTTM115 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAAJESH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106051070 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NARAYANI JAISANKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254394152 for the BAHDH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDC105 BHDC106 BHDC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BPCS186 

BHDC108 BHDC109 BHDC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPTI L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251498472 for the BCOMOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOC133 

BEVAE181BEGLA135BEGLA136BEGAE182BEGLA137BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOPINATH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105938923 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BPCG174 BPSE141 BPSE142 BECE145 BCOS185 

BECE146 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHISH PANDIAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476655 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHENDRAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253090812 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   ONR2    BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT RAMACHANDRAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254248991 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE12  MPYE14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANGANATHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254248564 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 

BBYCT135BBYCL136BGYCT135BGYCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BBYCT137BBYCL138

BGYCT137BGYCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBA KEERTHANA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252545692 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE3   MANE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.ASIFA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106089245 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE141 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAALANJAY SINHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254452135 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG174 BEGS186 BECC105 BECC106 BECC107 BECC108 

BECC109 BECC110 BSKG173 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M KRISHNA KISORE NANDYALA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252049218 for the MSCRWEE2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEVE1   MRW5    MRW6    MRW7    MRWE1   MRWP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRITAM KAYAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499393 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BEGG174 BHIE142 BHIE145 BEGS185 BEGS186 

BANE145 BANE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C NAVEEN SRINIVAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253318498 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYAPRAKASH M P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253728147 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANGEETHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253688342 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: 

BBYCL132BBYCT131BZYCL132BZYCT131BBCCT109BBCCL110BBCCT111BBCCL112

BBCCT113BBCCL114BBCCT115BBCCL116BBCCT117BBCCL118BBCCT119BBCCL120

BBCS183 BBCS185 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M GNANASHREE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208114 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MWG11   MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADHITHYA SUBRAMANIYAN G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106410910 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIJITH V R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254162970 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS186 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137BEGLA138BCOS183 

BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAGANNATH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251852312 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITESH SAIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107630776 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BHIE144 BPSE141 BPSE146 BPCS187 BSOG176 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHREEDHAR J S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254163019 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANNAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251870126 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BSOS184 BPCG174 BCOS183 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GUNJAN KUMAR JHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251368761 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BEGG174 BCOS183 BCOS184 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANALAKSHMI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254350365 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4    MPSE1   MED8    MPSE5   MPSE6   MPSE3   MGPE10  

MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREETHISHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252435442 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANNAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201173017 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUNDARYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254096230 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BPAG173 BECS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEBORAH MARIAM MATHEW 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108053555 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIMAL RAJ     R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300143500 for the BCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11   MCS12   MCS13   MCS15   ECO2    BCSL21  BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVEEN SAIRAM AJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253820377 for the MASS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEDS44  MEV25   MSDP18  MEDS51  MSD21   MSD22   MSD23 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SENTHILKUMARAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300032390 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GANESHKUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250504919 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVDHESH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254927117 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD21   MHD22   MHD23   MHD24 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANKA B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253257978 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1    IBO6    IBO2    MCO3    MCO7    MCO15   MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUBASHIREEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254943951 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5    MVP6    MVP7    MVP8    MVP9    MVPS1   MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVYASHREE C HEGDE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301639794 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NISHANT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088090 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108531320 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106473498 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG172 BPAG173 BPSE142 BPSE143 BHDE141 BPCS187 

BHDE142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254163153 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIMRAN RANDHAWA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106151531 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10   BRL11   BRL12   BRL13   BRL15   BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARADHANA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252858315 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V SHANMUGA SUNDARAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250181884 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PALISETTY MAHESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300471860 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11   MCS12   MCS13   MCS15   ECO2    BCSL21  BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARGAVEE S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106652256 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINOTH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107648986 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPM6   MMPM7   

MMPM9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIRAJA.T V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200740902 for the MCA_NEW4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS230  MCS231  MCSP232 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANOOP R M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101100716 for the BCA6  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS22   BCS62   BCSL63  BCSP64 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B.GURU JYOTHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252489623 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUKLA ACHARJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201638412 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRAN CHRISTOPHER L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499346 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BPCG172 BPAE143 BPAE144 BSOE145 BSOE146 

BPCS187 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUJITH C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107507186 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250274210 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BPAG173 BECS184 BPAG174 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250410759 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED AFZAL KHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253217070 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14   MCS21   MCS23   BCS31   BCSL32  BCSL33  BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VETHAKANTH.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107649180 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPF11  MMPF4   

MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301565665 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R JANAVI ARUL DEIVANAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200677029 for the BCA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCSL16  MCS24   BCS40   BCS41   BCS42   BCSL43  BCSL44  

BCSL45 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANJANI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301416445 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KALAIVANI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105940495 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact your study 

centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPCG172 BSOE145 BSOE146 BEGE142 BPCS187 

BEGS186 BEGE145 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUPENDRA KUMAR OJHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250488715 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16   MPA18   MPS3    MPA15   MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MARTHA PETER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251844180 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M RHIYAA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106747475 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BEGG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BEGS185 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SILPA U S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105056170 for the BAHDH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDE141 BHDE143 BHDE144 BHDC111 BHDC112 BHDC113 

BHDC114 BHDE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASANTIKA P. 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254302860 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11   MEG3    MEG4    MEG19 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R. SAI BRINDHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105937995 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARAVIND G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105986006 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BEGG174 BMTE141 BMTE144 BPCS188 BECE145 

BCOS185 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VELAYUTHAM M K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252093437 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BECS184 BMTC133 BMTC134 

BCHCT135BCHCL136BPHCT135BPHCL136BCHCT137BCHCL138BPHCT137BPHCL13

8BCHS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANJAL K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253331062 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMESH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107476280 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJITH KUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252172310 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABAKARAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250229761 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPO1   MMPO2   MMPO5   

MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106480481 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear STEPHONIA LATHA . A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201841292 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.SUNDARAPANDI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254153704 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV102  MDV4    MDV108  MDV110  MDV111  MDV115 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURLA MEENAKSHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252540221 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1   MANI3   MANE3   MANE5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATHISH N R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301099021 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAYUM KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017720 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BPCS184 BPAC133 BPAC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASHANT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252062740 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOS183 BCOS184 BHDLA137BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DILIP CHOUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100527597 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3   BEGG171 BPCG172 BPSE142 BPSE143 BHDE143 BHDE144 

BCOS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN KUMAR PHOGAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252495694 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI KAMALAJA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252555746 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7    MSW8    MSW9    MSW17   MSWE7   MSWL15  MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KURUBA NAVEEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250079912 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT GHOSHAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 186197730 for the BA3  programme and 

the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study centre 

2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, practical 

etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different from the 

one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is the final 

one.   

Courses Opted: AMK1    BCOA1   BHIE107 BCOE108 ECO9    ECO10   ECO11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMARNATH GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254157042 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250080003 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VAISHNAVI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254418784 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31  MPCE32  MPCE33  MPCE34  MPCE35  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPIKA AMALA RANI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254353240 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4   MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MEC106  MECE103 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANASEKAR D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253433700 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL TAILOR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134319 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear T.E.HARISANKARAN BHATTATHIRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253687140 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: 

BBYCL132BBYCT131BZYCL132BZYCT131BBCCT109BBCCL110BBCCT111BBCCL112

BBCCT113BBCCL114BBCCT115BBCCL116BBCCT117BBCCL118BBCCT119BBCCL120

BBCS183 BBCS185 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAYANI DAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108226964 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D.JANAKIRAMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253930414 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: 

BBYCL132BBYCT131BZYCL132BZYCT131BBCCT109BBCCL110BBCCT111BBCCL112

BBCCT113BBCCL114BBCCT115BBCCL116BBCCT117BBCCL118BBCCT119BBCCL120

BBCS183 BBCS185 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHUMITHASRI T U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251850747 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHANKAR SREEDHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251626906 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JINIA ROY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254382022 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21  MPCE22  MPCE23  MPCE24  MPCE25  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107505239 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KULDEEP PRAJAPATI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 186191033 for the BA3  programme and 

the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study centre 

2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, practical 

etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different from the 

one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is the final 

one.   

Courses Opted: AHE1    ESO15   BPSE212 ESO16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONIA. K. S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105940767 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POOJA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101539910 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BGDG172 BSOE145 BSOE146 BEGE142 BEGS185 BEGS186 

BEGE145 BHDG175 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUKRAM PAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100782170 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG172 BPAG173 BPSE142 BPSE143 BEGE142 BPCS187 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A. BERNICE RUFUS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253821033 for the MAWGS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOGDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOGDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MWG5    MWG9    MWG10   MWG11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU S DHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301216494 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBRAT KUMAR SRICHANDAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100525296 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BPAE142 BPAE143 BSOE145 BSOE146 BPCS188 

BEGS185 BPCG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAVITHRA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274049 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ KUMAR SWAIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315435 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE145 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DURGESH MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107512095 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VANITHA K R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301630101 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3    MMT6    MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOHNSON S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253901381 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE12  MPYE14  MPYE15  MPYE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250130594 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBRAHMANYA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254068120 for the MSK2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSK4    MSK6    MSK7    MSK8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201201021 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OVIYAM I 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250025285 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: FST1    TS4     TS5     PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S MOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253457723 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANKAJ SUTHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105986752 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG171 BHIE144 BPSE141 BPSE142 BEGS185 BHIE143 BPAS186 

BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADHITHYA P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250229714 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPH1   MMPH2   MMPH4   

MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K V LAKSHMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250506320 for the MBAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANDHU MOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100799321 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M S HERA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254852466 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARTHIBAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251501811 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAGEN SOREN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108570096 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DARWINRAJ N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101448050 for the MPBR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS1     MS5     MS9     MS495 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARMENDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252014130 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BPAC133 BPAC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear N SANDHIYAA VARSHINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106852742 for the BTS3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT3    TS3     TS7     TS6     PTS2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BINCY ELIZABETH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254382402 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11  MPCE12  MPCE13  MPCE14  MPCE15  MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHITRA S MUDALIAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201199407 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17  MMPC19  MMPC18  MMPC20  MMPH5   MMPH6   

MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED AZHAR K V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252096713 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224  MCS225  MCS226  MCS227  MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHIKSHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200945306 for the MTTM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MTTM9   MTTM10  MTTM11  MTTM16  MTTM12  MTTM13  

MTTM14  MTTM115 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHSHINI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106411330 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEENKASHI SUNDARI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 160342025 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91    MS95    MS27    MS94 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FARZANA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250156747 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BEGG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANSHU TIWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2001349460 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDG173 BHIE144 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPCS187 BHIE143 BPAS186 

BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWAPNA MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315040 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POOJA R B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301093912 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANISHMA JOHN J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109229150 for the PGDHRMR  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS25    MS26    MS27    MS28    MS29 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYALAKSHMI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250500493 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2    MPYE8   MPYE9   MPYE10  MPYE11  MPYE13  MPYE14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear REBEKA MATHAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252209830 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7    MEC108  MEC109  MWG11   MGSE9   MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JYOTI KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254518530 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG173 BPCS186 BCOS183 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJAY YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251659237 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDS184 BECC133 BECC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S ARVINDA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105653710 for the BCA5  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCS51   BCS52   BCS53   BCS54   BCS55   BCSL56  BCSL57  BCSL58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMANATHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088357 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TH PAVEI SOLOMON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109586796 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEP J R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301099206 for the MCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVARANJANI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301099459 for the MCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218  MCS219  MCS220  MCS221  MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAPNA SHARMA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022480 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOS183 BCOS184 BHDLA137BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIDA SADAF A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252021904 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 

BCOLA138BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAJKUMAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108549020 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG171 BPAE141 BPAE144 BEGS185 BSOG176 BESE141 

BESE142 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRAN KRITHIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300180890 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWEETY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195914655 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS184 

BBYCT135BBYCL136BCHCT135BCHCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BBYCT137BBYCL138

BCHCT137BCHCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252014037 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YOGESH KUMAR SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250416762 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASHANTH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252408299 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15  MMPC16  MMPP1   MMPF1   MMPF2   MMPF3   

MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADDIREDDY NANDINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252089247 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2   BANS184 

BBYCT135BBYCL136BCHCT135BCHCL136BZYCT135BZYCL136BBYCT137BBYCL138

BCHCT137BCHCL138BZYCT137BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVEEN AMBOLWAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201069872 for the BCA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCSL16  MCS24   BCS40   BCS41   BCS42   BCSL43  BCSL44  

BCSL45 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D PAVITHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156540 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1    MHD5    MHD7    MHD10   MHD9    MHD11   MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHUSHI KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253098222 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPCG174 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEENA. T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300004124 for the MBAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8   MMPC9   MMPC10  MMPC11  MMPC12  MMPC13  

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASHANT CHAUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105938688 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUVRAJ KUMAR PAGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004515543 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BMTE141 BMTE144 BEGS185 BEGS186 

BPHET141BPHEL142BCHET149BCHEL150BPHET143BPHEL144BCHET141BCHEL14

2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BASANTA KUMAR BISWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105940577 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3    BPAG174 BEGE142 BEGS185 BEGE145 BESE141 BESE142 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMITHRA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 199204539 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS4 MS45 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KALAANJALI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169562 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHINAV KRISHNA  D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191102 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ATIN GIRDHARWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220392 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRARTHANA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214944 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NATHYAHERIYOKINI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168363 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIYA TIWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210202086 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHVANTHIKA  B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214034 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEIL JITENDRA KENI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212965 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALA SUBHRAMANIAN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153388 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANSHU KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210216780 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R VIBRATH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210199121 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUSIL KUMAR PRADHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250450896 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATRI NAYAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210196545 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GIRIRAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212940 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NABAJIT RABHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250130655 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAS184 BPAC133 BPAC134 BEGLA137 BEGLA138 BCOS183 

BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEVERAKONDA RAJARAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190884 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIDHARSHANA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210218712 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANAY MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202611750 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EBI MATHEW 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168664 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P S TANUSSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170692 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURYA SUJITH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210196441 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREM SHUN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210189858 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S SHREYASRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191553 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHON BABU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210217538 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D MARY CYNTHIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210203135 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIJITH G MOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170574 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S DHARSHINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168284 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAIMISHAHA SHREE BORA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210171275 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK SAHU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210155564 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ISHITA RAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170535 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAQUIB JAMAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154175 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200869335 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN VERMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176693 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PURU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210219721 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANKA M H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154420 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AASHISH KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250125197 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIYAM G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186007 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARYAN THAPA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176719 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMAD HIDAYAT KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154412 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITI SRIVASTAVA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191395 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI VENKATESH L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210178056 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEETANJALI THALIYATH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168260 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRAN KUMAR K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210189518 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAURINE ZAMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154451 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHANDREYEE CHATTERJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214604 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARADHYULA ARYAV VAMSIDHER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192040 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATYAJIT SAIKIA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193407 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARAT PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170313 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ATHUL U MALLAYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192254 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED ISMAIL FAHIM S S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165178 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJAY MADHAVAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210174826 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V S BALAJI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201363927 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210180970 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABHAT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210215036 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHATHAA S V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165185 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAILASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106313972 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG172 BHDG173 BHIE142 BEGE142 BEGS185 BHIE143 

BEGE145 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VAVILAPALLI PAVAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190845 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BEN JOHNSON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192340 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURYANSH CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210215430 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHESH KUMAR THAKUR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220496 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHREYANK L S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210217860 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMEDHA TALAPATRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186354 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KONAPALA SOMA SEKHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165572 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU MOHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202569610 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARINANDAN U S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210181348 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHABH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170320 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210187134 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJAY DHARSHAN.G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210267184 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHERYL EDWARD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210196695 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PALASH KHAMESRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202502501 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDU G KRISHNAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192999 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIJO K JOSE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170083 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AUDHAGIRI NITHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170051 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANAV SAJEEV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153317 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONISH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168317 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V VIGNESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210194573 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANTONY KISHOR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168277 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANURAG PRAMOD CHAUDHARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191618 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARATH SANKAR A T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186092 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SALLURI SURESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191830 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMAR YASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210174747 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUMYA BEHERA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210221750 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RENJITH JOSEPH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006005955 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BEGG172 BPSE142 BPSE143 BSOE145 BEGS185 

BEGS186 BSOE148 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOKILA R E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201641798 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWIN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193540 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAVANYA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168640 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ISHAL ASHRAF 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213326 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHAL RAJGOPAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191585 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRITHIKA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191560 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUTHE PARTHIBAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649487 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSHIKA SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202561229 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARATARAJ SRINIVAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168356 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAAN AHAMED C M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193421 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANU PRAKAASH V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210171648 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THIRUPATHI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165920 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JESWIN JAISE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165755 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S DHEEREJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210182150 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIJIT BISWAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210171877 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GUNTHA NIKHILA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210187252 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FATHIMA ZAINAB S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210207236 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASAD BHARAT RASAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213784 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARPITA SARKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191600 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHA KARATI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170639 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIRAM M S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210152386 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VAISHALI VK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105938456 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHAMUNEESWARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192182 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTHOSH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186884 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHALAKSHIMI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105220915 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJKAMAL M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006551811 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS25 MS26 MS27 MS28 MS29 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABINASH. V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202591199 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVINASH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210161131 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAND C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193518 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUVRAJ RAJESH GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191260 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANCHUBOINA ASHOK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169451 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAHIL GURUDATTA RAUL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220060 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHAKHA AHUJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214010 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAVIO SUNNY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250415869 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMED ANAS T S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175881 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FAROOK M A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168324 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHKA BARANWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170961 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THANGALLAPALLY SAI NIKHIL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214485 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMAN AHAMMED NC 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170732 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAILJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170811 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NILAXON A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165304 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193485 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAVANEETHAN N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210205185 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA SANDEEP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195701 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOKUL.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101580153 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVED M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191110 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VASAV P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202648533 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAMIKA ASWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192856 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear IJAZ MOHAMED J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192817 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHUBHAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170020 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK DIPAK PONDHE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210194960 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RATHOD LAXMAN LOHIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214819 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARINA RAJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186616 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUPESH KUMAR SINHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210215179 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARJUN PRASAD A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186401 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAMARAPU MANISAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169469 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANTONYREGIS A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168238 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUKYA SAI KRISHNA NAIK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210173175 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEO ROY ARRAKKAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165461 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210215075 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BRINDHAVAN C M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210187220 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear IRSATH IMRAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153750 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUGILESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192247 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDYA BHUSHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191370 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAURI SHANKAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193478 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAGARNEEL DATTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190852 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHREESH ANSHUJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176203 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAURAV KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210173942 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIDDHARTHA KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210158807 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A M SREE GAYATHRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210203095 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHALU KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213942 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIKSHA MALOO 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220471 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIKITA VITTHAL MADOKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210155629 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANMAY SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210180930 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT KUMAR MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210196290 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BIPIN DUBEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2000500988 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMAR SWABHU PRADHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192641 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTAK SAMANTARAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210217695 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JYOTI KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175756 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R MURALIDHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2002559265 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE3 MPSE4 MGPE11 MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LALIT THAKUR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210155690 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINAY KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004038137 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BSOG173 BPCS186 BEGS185 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATEEK SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191704 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARNAB DUTTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191632 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210217101 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOHIT SONA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193027 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEVAKUMARAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191940 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHRIS JOSEPH FRANCIS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193367 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANJIT MUNIRAJ ASABE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213856 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAFIRA SULTHANA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195006 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear N MUGILAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190949 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVI BHUSHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214106 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHIN VISHAL J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210194487 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHREYA SAURABH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210219595 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TANYA RAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191481 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAJAL MEHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169870 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SREEKANTH P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193120 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKASH SAJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191625 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANTRO SELVIN S J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315029 for the BAECH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BECC111 BECC112 BECC113 BECC114 BECE141 BECE143 BECE142 

BECE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S DEEPIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168300 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYAKUMAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192784 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BRISTI GANGULY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193263 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA SINGH BHADORIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210151986 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARASWATA GHOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192666 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADVIKA GAJENDRAGAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210211970 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANAND RAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105990562 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANC133 BANC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KISHOR M S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192420 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210151148 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D DHANUSHPRIYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168370 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210151384 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGUL R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168245 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYADARSHINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210198840 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S MASOOTHUL UMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168331 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OMKAR SURESH SHEWALE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212886 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUJ NILESH CHAUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210155138 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SREERAJ NAIR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193328 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AFSAR A A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210205107 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIJITH SUNDAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214367 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSHU KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154634 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAMAN CHANDNANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220630 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GUNASREE P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210208830 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R JEROME SAMUEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191980 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P FREDERICK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168632 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FARHAAN ALI SYEDALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191775 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMARAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108569388 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRIYA SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202646910 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNIL A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210211702 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED NIYAS E K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193080 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191410 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRISTI DASGUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214629 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHITA PAUL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212822 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUSHANT KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210215011 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THAKARE SHRIRAM SANJAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191782 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M ANBUSELVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210197855 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LONGJAM BIDYARANI DEVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170400 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NATHIYA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168252 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMAR YAZEEN E S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175470 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OMKAR MURLIDHAR MATANKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170109 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARISIDDH SHINE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214342 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SADULLAH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210187016 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRACHI GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250505089 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TAHMID WAJID SHAIKH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191736 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIBILISHWER P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250663741 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MIRACLENE MAHIBAN J R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192208 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUHAMMAD RAFIULLA IBRAHIM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210161392 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V D HARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109500323 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANKAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154562 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDARSANAM S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170391 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAKESH SAHOO R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168775 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MONISH K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210201529 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LATHIKHA GHOSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210202577 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOKUL  B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175258 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHOZHAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106090117 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 BSOE141 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MD RAHMAT IQBAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210201772 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUNMUN SEN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213967 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADYUM PRASHAD N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168822 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKSHI AVINASH ADMANE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175835 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SONAL TOM THOMAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191016 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THANVIKA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210171250 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJSHREE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154680 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIGVED ANANDA BHATTACHARYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210219975 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANKAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191467 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAYAL YOGESH DAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250649770 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHRUV VINOD BASANTAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213000 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUTUJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169168 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MD ASIF ALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220837 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJAI RAJ  S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213261 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUL ANTHONY SAMUEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192150 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K ANUSHKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169380 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANIRUDH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193532 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARESH BHARDWAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214532 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AADI SHESHAN IYER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210177126 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRACHI PREMBAHADUR KARKI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192129 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SACHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2005540052 for the BAPAH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE142 BPAE143 BPAE144 BPAC111 BPAC112 

BPAC113 BPAC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADARSH TIWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186322 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARISH KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186963 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210175351 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UDAY KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193177 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASWIN BAIJU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193439 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIMONE LYE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213870 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHOBIT MARAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210158860 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S BAVITHIRAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153127 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHAN DUTTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165430 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAISWIN BALAJI R S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169570 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEVESH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176038 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210200186 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSARI YAASIR ALTAF 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210152551 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIDHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168499 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAVIN KUMAR SWAMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191030 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RITIK CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213129 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BOMMA AMRUTH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169903 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHIRAM RAJAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210151718 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHIKA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153166 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARSHINI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170037 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED FADIL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192602 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED HUZAM J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210152702 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAMAR PRATAP SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191861 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear METILDA AUXLIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210177459 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SATCHET B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210198373 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RIYA SHAW 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210213738 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.SANJAY BHARADWAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106652873 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ATHULKRISHNA  K P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195346 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K HARIBALACHANDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190433 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANURAG BHARDWAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154570 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RUCHI MOTWANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210154824 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMED RIYAS M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210219223 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YELUGU KRANTHI KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214288 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVIRAJAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201198150 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPO3 MMPO4 

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S KALYANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220536 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOUVIK NEOGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191926 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHIRAAG PUGAZHENDI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220440 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED NOOH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210202030 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT SAKLANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220529 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALOK RAJ SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210159095 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROUBIN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191442 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAURAV KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195923 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAVI RANJAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210181940 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SEBIN LEMBAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210165225 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANSHI MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210197680 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITYA THAPAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169602 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUSHAN SHAILESH GEHLOT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191388 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDAKSHINA CHATTERJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210194108 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRANAV V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168291 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OMKAR NAMDEV CHAVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170162 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DANIEL ABISHEK R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250027082 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG4 MEG16 MEG13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OM YASHWANT KULKARNI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212997 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADHULINA PATRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210153094 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAUNDAR MADHAVAN RAMASAMY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168768 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JEEVITH KUMAR G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210212009 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHYJU JOSEPH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2005541402 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKEESH BABY GEORGE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214715 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUHAMMAD WASEEM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210173706 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AADHEESHWARI . D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301410811 for the BCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TEJESHWAR BABU G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170345 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DARSHAN. A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164817 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MPSE1 MPSE11 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UNNATI SAXENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057557 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGULPALANI C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254267250 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MALATHI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252859306 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK PAUL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208686 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4 MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEC106 MECE101 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.KARTHIKEYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254385865 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26 MJM27 MJM28 MJM29 MJM30 MJM31 MJML22 

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOWBARNIGA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201417366 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPO3 MMPO4 

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMIRTHAVALLI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254748322 for the MEGOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG6 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU S K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313017 for the BAVTM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BEGLA138 BCOS183 BCOS184 BTMC135 BTMC136 

BTMC137 BTMC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAINATH C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301565752 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHWETA PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254580748 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BEGG173 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 BPCC107 

BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MALAPPA S BABALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252017191 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2 ONR2 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMA MAHESWARI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254353425 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEDSE46 MGSE9 MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMYA CELINE B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253335140 for the MBAMM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPM1 MMPM2 MMPM3 

MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NOMINATHAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250154549 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAS184 BPCC133 BPCC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CK BALAKRISHNAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254408683 for the BSWG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW124 BSW125 BSWL106 BSW126 BSW127 BSWL107 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIMRAN BHAGAT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253934256 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BEGS186 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARSHANA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254843422 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRUTHVI RAJ D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214905 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEP S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254426178 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPAP2 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C S JITHIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252392989 for the MBAMM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPM1 MMPM2 MMPM3 

MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PADMANABHAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056479 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABISHEK K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058764 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANOOP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106471812 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3 BGDG172 BHIE144 BHDE143 BHDE144 BSOS185 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAKTHIPRADEEP T B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210198864 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAKSHMI KANNAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253868679 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHOBHIT SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313491 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRASHANT KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254171035 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSO2 MPS3 MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAGUN TYAGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253372014 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BEGS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOGESHWARI E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253683145 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBYCL132 BBYCT131 BZYCL132 BZYCT131 BBCCT109 BBCCL110 

BBCCT111 BBCCL112 BBCCT113 BBCCL114 BBCCT115 BBCCL116 BBCCT117 

BBCCL118 BBCCT119 BBCCL120 BBCS18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVETHA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252860462 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PASUPATHI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251869491 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact 

your study centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BPCG174 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOGESHUMAPATHI.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252154316 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUNAL MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210214310 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMA RAMANI.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254751250 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201199840 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPO3 MMPO4 

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FATHIMA SABANA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152441 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26 MJM27 MJM28 MJM29 MJM30 MJM31 MJML22 

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHKA CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056458 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UJJWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313444 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C DHANUSH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300182234 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JATINDER KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253372210 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPCG173 BANS184 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOWTHAM S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210180844 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHRISTOPHER A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253902536 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2 MPYE8 MPYE9 MPYE10 MPYE12 MPYE14 MPYE15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRTI PAWAN KANT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210176314 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH KUMAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107764939 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHIVYA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254407389 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBYCL132 BBYCT131 BZYCL132 BZYCT131 BBCCT109 BBCCL110 

BBCCT111 BBCCL112 BBCCT113 BBCCL114 BBCCT115 BBCCL116 BBCCT117 

BBCCL118 BBCCT119 BBCCL120 BBCS18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NOORUDDIN MOTANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313526 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNOJ A M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106151059 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10 BRL11 BRL12 BRL13 BRL15 BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEENAKSHI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253718529 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GULSHAN YOGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134345 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YEDHUN RAJ R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106152538 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10 BRL11 BRL12 BRL13 BRL15 BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAJJAN AIYANNA I B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192025 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164611 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MGPE7 MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE4 MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARAVINDHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210197816 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear T D DEEPA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254699320 for the MSK2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSK4 MSK6 MSK7 MSK8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K RAVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252168670 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABDUL RASHEED K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252391792 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANKIT RANJAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192096 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOHAN LAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013236 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NARAMBANA KADIRVEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301519314 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056904 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYALAKSHMI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254378640 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMITESH CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315374 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AARTHI POONIA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107547471 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG6 MEG7 MEG8 MEG5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJA VASUDEVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201637910 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPO3 MMPO4 

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NASREEN BEGUM K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250021839 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MIHIR KUMAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109914529 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVKANT TYAGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252012923 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 BEGLA138 

BCOS183 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear OMKAR SANJAY MAMADAPURE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254671600 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KUMARI SONI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300268322 for the MBAMM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VINEETHA VIJAYANADH KURUP 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254161058 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMANDEEP CHANDHOK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252840403 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226 MSE29 MSE30 MSE31 MSE33 MSE34 MSE35 MSE36 

MSEL37 MSEP38 MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THENMOZHI.B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253304257 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHAGA RAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253920078 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

BESC133 BESC134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RATHINAVEL K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253258423 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHWETA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253896259 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUTHU SELVAM M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250502691 for the MAUS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MEDS47 MEDS48 MEDS49 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJPAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100518722 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEEN KUMAR VISHWAKARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105987208 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG174 BHIE144 BPSE142 BPSE143 BEGS185 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107514138 for the BAPCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCC112 BPCC113 BPCC114 BPCC111 BPCE141 BPCE143 BPCE142 

BPCE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D N VENKATESWARA RAO B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006544659 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS1 MS3 MS2 MS4 MS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARSHIT SUYAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252845658 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3 MSOE4 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253895360 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISSALL L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106088906 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAI DEEP PAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102180779 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91 MS66 MS68 MS612 MS94 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YEWALE AYUSH RAVINDRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057834 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201198273 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPO3 MMPO4 

MMPO8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOWMIYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252556790 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE2 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOKESH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107765513 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADWAITH MURALIDHARA PRASAD 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210209870 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAYU SHAYANA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254835366 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4 MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEC106 MECE101 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIDDHARTH GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300868712 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B ABIRAMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250517460 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHABH KAUSHAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195876 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RISHAV SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210198019 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105940670 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE143 BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE142 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANADARASAVAMPOULLELKATHIRAVEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107543882 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIVAM RANJAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210152569 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C.SHEELA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254159261 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG4 MEG7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHIRLEY KERENSE AROKIYAMARY G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251879205 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS186 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear E.SRITHER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106689830 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG171 BPCE145 BPCE146 BSOG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BECE146 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOMATHY R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252040566 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANTOSH KUMAR LENKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251859739 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG173 BPCS186 BEGG174 BEGS185 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMAD ZAID 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105315121 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250115250 for the MARDOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: RDD6 MRDE101 MRDE2 MRDE3 MRDE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109876809 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG8 MEG5 MEG16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHALI. M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254342950 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIJENDRAN S M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108225720 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact your study 

centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MORESHWAR BHAIRAVKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169981 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ALDEN CURTIS ROZARIO 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106645302 for the BBARL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BRL10 BRL11 BRL12 BRL13 BRL15 BRLT16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANI MOHAMED N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253868576 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEHA CHARM THOMAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253090875 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPAG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCG174 BCOS183 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARAVINTH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109874030 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOHIT SANWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106051466 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear J DEEPIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107844103 for the BSCBCH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBCCT121 BBCCL122 BBCCT123 BBCCL124 BBCCT125 BBCCL126 

BBCCT127 BBCCL128 BBCET141 BBCEL142 BBCET143 BBCEL144 BBCET145 

BBCEL146 BBCET151 BBCEL152 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUTHUSAMY M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 192611125 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS9 MS95 MS100 MS7 MS97 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARKKAVAN G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107511329 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE143 BANE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE141 BSOE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013370 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIDHARTH V J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300757494 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3 MMT6 MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANGELIN BEULA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300866520 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NASIYA PARVEEN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201198226 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AZRA KAMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254417052 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJALAKSHMI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252155272 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIWAKAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100521752 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAE141 BPAE144 BSOE145 BSOE146 BEGS185 BPAS186 

BHDG175 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254169207 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSO2 MPS3 MPA15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUPRIYA RUBINA CHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250045430 for the MEGOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG6 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARSAHAY MEENA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254509185 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD21 MHD22 MHD23 MHD24 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DAVID KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252089740 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCS186 BCHCT135 BCHCL136 BPHCT135 BPHCL136 

BZYCT135 BZYCL136 BCHCT137 BCHCL138 BPHCT137 BPHCL138 BZYCT137 

BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FATHIMA MEHREEN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252032529 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear Jai Kathir 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210168220 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear H KALA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254467372 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIPIN CHANDRAN B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251495874 for the BSWGOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW124 BSW125 BSWL106 BSW126 BSW127 BSWL107 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANKAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252001512 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BPCC133 BPCC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S SRIRANJANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254350880 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSOE3 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AASHUTOSH SINHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254171610 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARSHA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252476539 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAG173 BPAG174 BCOS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 

BHIC107 BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FATHIMAMEHVEESH A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201430162 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BECC133 BECC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAHANA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252171400 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRIRAM V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252493747 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MPSE3 MPSE4 MHI6 MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HELAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252099224 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIOM SINGH CHUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200662970 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYA SHREE.S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253598608 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GELLKNIGHT SAM L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254271250 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BSOG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKTHIVEL PRABHAKARAN S S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063354 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.BALA SUBRAMANIAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254473903 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MESP1 MES111 MES112 MES113 MES114 MES115 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R.SHIVA SHANKARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254351886 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE7 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107843909 for the BSCANH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANC111 BANC112 BANC113 BANC114 BANE143 BANE144 

BANE147 BANE154 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNAKUMAR T S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195915062 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KEERTHIKA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250403148 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MWG11 MGSE9 MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIVAKUMAR K M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046224 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226 MSE29 MSE30 MSE31 MSE33 MSE34 MSE35 MSE36 

MSEL37 MSEP38 MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRINIVASAN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252099440 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANJEET KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251872448 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPCG173 BPCS186 BPCG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D.SATTANATHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200572970 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HAARTHIE S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201465003 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11 MEG4 MEG6 MEG18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIVASUBRAMANI.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252166913 for the MAFCS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOIDTS. You may contact 

your study centre SOIDTS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFC6 MFC7 MFC8 MFC9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PARANTHAMAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201131583 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPCG173 BEGG174 BCOS184 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIDYA LOUIS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254416971 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMALENDHU P PAULY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100041223 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11 MEG7 MEG8 MEG5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HEMALATHA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101568672 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11 MPCE12 MPCE13 MPCE14 MPCE15 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEERAGOUDHAMAN T S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252575001 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MD DANISH KHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056735 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVITA AGGARWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107552668 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD21 MHD22 MHD23 MHD24 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAY BHARGAVAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251838377 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCG173 BPAS184 BPCG174 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAROBARA LAMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254268318 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BEGG173 BPCS184 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEP BARTWAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254301925 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BANS184 BPCC133 BPCC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUTHUVEL A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274840 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYASHREE V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046559 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226 MSE29 MSE30 MSE31 MSE33 MSE34 MSE35 MSE36 

MSEL37 MSEP38 MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DAYAASHANKAR RAGESH NAMBIAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274199 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B AKILA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108564663 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREMILADEVI T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 171845779 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K. SHAIKH SHERBANU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250081777 for the MHDOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD13 MHD14 MHD15 MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABINASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251859847 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDG173 BANS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear B GEETHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252545028 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1 MANI3 MANE4 MANE5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIKANDAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200868344 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHIK S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301627962 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJAY V J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252169907 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BASKAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274080 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHALINI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252754497 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAGAT NARAYAN TRIPATHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252550580 for the MSK2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSK4 MSK6 MSK7 MSK8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAJA MERONICA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252344548 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMESH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251854953 for the BAHDH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDC105 BHDC106 BHDC107 BPCG173 BCOS183 BHDC108 

BHDC109 BHDC110 BSKG176 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRATIBHA PRAKASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101559990 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCO1 MCO3 MCO4 MCO5 MCO6 MCO7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIGAVINTI CHANDINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2002513808 for the MCA6  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCSP60 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALAJI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252165856 for the MADVS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV105 MDV108 MDV110 MEDS41 MDVP117 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUNDARAM RAJIVGANDHI G S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 197785593 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact your study 

centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS184 BECC133 BECC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 BTTS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022428 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAMIN N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251492387 for the MCAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEEN KUMAR PANDAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108326602 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS184 BHDC133 BHDC134 BMTC133 BMTC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POL GAURAV RAJENDRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252165521 for the MACSR2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOEDS. You may contact 

your study centre SOEDS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV102 MDV4 MDV109 MDV110 MDV115 MEDS42 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KEVIN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210220228 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BORNIK BASAK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202588026 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARINI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252203318 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NITHYASRI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201556628 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SEVIKA PRADHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250091625 for the BCAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SENTHIL KUMAR B M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254075638 for the MARD2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: RDD6 RDD7 MRDE101 MRDE2 MRDE3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMESH KUMAR P M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252165820 for the MADVS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MDV105 MDV108 MDV110 MEDS41 MDVP117 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUGILAN R K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056550 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BAKKA DHANRAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202541417 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G YOGA SHRI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301094225 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMESH R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253446544 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOGANATHAN C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102183931 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TINKU RAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107100565 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HOIHKIM SIMTE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250156515 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RONAK SUNDA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109499161 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPAG174 BPSE142 BPSE143 BEGE141 BEGE142 

BEGS185 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRADEEPKUMAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250744720 for the BCAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KIRUTHIKA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253896979 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHIT KUMAR KAMAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109895603 for the BAHDH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDE141 BHDE143 BHDE144 BHDC111 BHDC112 BHDC113 

BHDC114 BHDE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BEESETTI PAVAN KALYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251842736 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2 BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPCG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCS186 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAKKULA NAGARJUNA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252389959 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ATITYA RAGUL V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252545985 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1 MANI3 MANE4 MANE7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear M.N.BHARGAVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156299 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJASEELAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301091273 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RACHEL ELIZABETH RHINE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252166981 for the MAFCS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOIDTS. You may contact 

your study centre SOIDTS for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFC6 MFC7 MFC8 MFC9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRABHAKARAN K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253335392 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEERAJ KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107633306 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR3 BPAG174 BHIE144 BPSE142 BPSE143 BPCS187 BHIE143 

BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AVINASH RAVINDER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252842140 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2 MSOE3 MSOE4 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJESH KUMAR SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108233686 for the MBF4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPB3 

MMPB5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PINTU KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253622509 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BHDG173 BEGS186 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V MURALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254158183 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANISH KUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252343346 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHELSHIYA A V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201399909 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BSOG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254302691 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31 MPCE32 MPCE33 MPCE34 MPCE35 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A M SADHANA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152138 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear POONTAMIL T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208454 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEDSE46 MGSE9 MEC106 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAM KUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253250762 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYASHREE S S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152170 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AAFREEN FATHIMAA S M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254342760 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NISA KAYINA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254270953 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BEGG174 BEGS185 BPCC105 BPCC106 BPCC107 

BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 BSLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIKANDAN J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252258814 for the MBF3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF6 MMPB1 MMPB4 MMPB6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYARANI J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252041789 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDHIPRIYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252858969 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHINMAYEE SATRUSALYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301103332 for the MSCMACS2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMT3 MMT6 MMT8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JACOB SANTHOSH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252171587 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREM KUMAR G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201069960 for the BCA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCSL16 MCS24 BCS40 BCS41 BCS42 BCSL43 BCSL44 BCSL45 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAYPRAKASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252013302 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAKSHMISREYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254168685 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MPSE1 MPSE6 MPSE7 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE4 MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DELHI BABU S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254826180 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARSH OJHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060484 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PINNINTI VIVEK REDDY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210195131 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL KUMAR PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210174120 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PANDIKUMAR M P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253104984 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREEMA CLEETUS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301416595 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIVASAKTHI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164571 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE3 MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VISHNU U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252490440 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31 MPCE32 MPCE33 MPCE34 MPCE35 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA PRASATH B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252495462 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MPSE3 MPSE4 MHI9 MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JANSI P S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254068330 for the MSK2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSK4 MSK6 MSK7 MSK8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V.P ABI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254308766 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BBYCT135 BBYCL136 BCHCT135 BCHCL136 

BZYCT135 BZYCL136 BBYCT137 BBYCL138 BCHCT137 BCHCL138 BZYCT137 

BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHIKSHA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254163087 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SADIYA TABUSSUM M A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252095023 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHEESH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254417875 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MPSE3 MPSE4 MHI9 MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P. LINISHWER 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251501766 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOKULAPRIYA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253172269 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAJENDRA KUMAR D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300866031 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear F.AROKIYARAJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254647142 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26 MJM27 MJM28 MJM29 MJM30 MJM31 MJML22 

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109691087 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact 

your study centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHITHRA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252036782 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301416574 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHAPRADHA L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210156660 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOSHUA ANTONY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058403 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEERU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254941265 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI8 MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEHA ANNA MONCY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251498657 for the BCOMOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOC133 BEVAE181 BEGLA135 BEGLA136 BEGAE182 BEGLA137 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252493460 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI8 MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGHVENDRA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349852 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MGPE7 MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE4 MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TINU S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210186196 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear Iswarya TK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201603226 for the MSCMACS4  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMTE5 MMTE6 MMTE7 MMTP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOPI KORUPALLI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253440778 for the MAEOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA6 MPC51 MGSE4 MED8 MGSE9 MIS21 MEV14 MEVE11 

MEVE15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEENKUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252208238 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4 MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEC106 MECE101 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAISHREE T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109880687 for the BSCANH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANC111 BANC112 BANC113 BANC114 BANE143 BANE144 

BANE147 BSOE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANGEL SHERIN A X 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252860502 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V. KOMAGAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253345024 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDHEENDHAR MU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300471941 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SAKTHI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253373849 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BEGG173 BSOS184 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VANDANA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254094535 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCG173 BPCS184 BPCG174 BPAC105 BPAC106 

BPAC107 BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874311 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BHDG173 BPCS184 BPCG174 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHANMUGARAJA MM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253170780 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHAMOSHI SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254166430 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MGPE7 MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE4 MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHRIS JEROME FERNANDES 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255059586 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A SOWMYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210203285 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH KUMAR S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252171057 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPAK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251860093 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHDS183 BHDG173 BANS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 

BHIC108 BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRINCE KUMAR G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107544826 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHOK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252018182 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DEEPALAKSHMI AR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201471840 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2 MSOE3 MSOE4 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAYA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252390076 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact 

your study centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHARAFFIN B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201199789 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUGESHWARAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300886655 for the MBAMM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHESHWARI. G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251843521 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BANS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCG174 BFLS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHUL P R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102180737 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91 MS66 MS68 MS612 MS94 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRIYANKA BHATT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300866242 for the BCA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARRTHI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134772 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BSOG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNA YADAV KATTAGONI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252035739 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAWAN SINGH BORA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254166023 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MPSE1 MED8 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE3 MPSE4 MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAGUTHARIVU P I 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253303749 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHWIN KUMAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250416607 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 BEGLA137 

BEGLA138 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PREM PEEYUSH MAURYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252018114 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BPSC133 BPSC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S PUSHPALATHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252500297 for the BAHDH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2 BHDC105 BHDC106 BHDC107 BANS183 BSOG173 BPAG174 

BHDC108 BHDC109 BHDC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ESAKIYA KASTHURI RAJA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252209888 for the MEC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MECE4 MEC7 MEC108 MEC109 MEC106 MECE103 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHARAT KUMAR MARISETTI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252344830 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301622528 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJESH KRISHNAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250161070 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VALIVETI VIKAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254764703 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BEGG173 BPCS186 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MIRABAI PUKHRAMBAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254170189 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GAYATHRY.B.B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254341770 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMHARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254154296 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2 MPYE8 MPYE10 MPYE14 MPYE15 MPYE16 MPYP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHRIDARA T Y 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254274481 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DAKSHITA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252091774 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOTTURU VENKATA GANESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107640199 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MASOTWUNG NGALUNG 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2000505531 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1 MPSE6 MPSE8 MPSE3 MPSE4 MGPE10 MGPE11 MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P. SARAVANA DEVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253823930 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1 MEG2 MEG3 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear G.BHUVANESWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252964003 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BALACHANDAR G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252394209 for the MBAMM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPM1 MMPM2 MMPM3 

MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SEENIVASAN.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300006889 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANYA RAJESWARI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253321969 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BECS184 BEGG174 BEGS186 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EKLAVYA VIJ 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210193557 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADITHYA UNNIKRISHNAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192903 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMME KULSUM P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251837534 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHARA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301093980 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DINESH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252345288 for the MBAOM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIPRIYA T V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301466364 for the MBAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOURAV SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200825297 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R R RAMYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254160508 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1 MEG2 MEG3 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUNSINGH D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252097746 for the MCA_NEW3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS224 MCS225 MCS226 MCS227 MCSL228 MCSL229 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDAN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250272264 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAPIL YOGI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006079372 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE143 BPSE144 BPSE146 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V RAVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250229611 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE11 MPCE12 MPCE13 MPCE14 MPCE15 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VASUNDARA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201626129 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BPSC133 BPSC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBRAMANI G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201344655 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact your study 

centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BSOS184 BPAC133 BPAC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGASUDHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200121180 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YUVARAJ S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253333152 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPM1 MMPM2 MMPM3 

MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHA L 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253456795 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETHA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107648203 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHARBUDEEN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106550742 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact your study 

centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG172 BEGE141 BEGE142 BSOE141 BSOE142 BCOS185 

BABG171 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAKASH C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195927873 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact 

your study centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SABERIN RAHAMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251817414 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAILENDRA SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2003098933 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPCG174 BHIE144 BHDE141 BEGS185 BHDE142 

BHIE143 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ATUL BHARADHWAJ B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253351897 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100992583 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact your study 

centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCG172 BEGG173 BPAE141 BPAE142 BPCS187 BEGS186 

BSOE141 BSOE142 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 196928370 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact your study 

centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI3 BSOG171 BPAE141 BPAE144 BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGS186 

BSOG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MUNIRAJU K M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 203025038 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2552. You may contact 

your study centre 2552 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHAN NIKHAT MOHD NASEEM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254699721 for the BSWG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW124 BSW125 BSWL106 BSW126 BSW127 BSWL107 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAGHUL.T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108567770 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KANIMOZHI M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006141988 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31 MPCE32 MPCE33 MPCE34 MPCE35 MPCE36 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIHARAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253331015 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VOLUROUTHU SUMALATHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874190 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K AKASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106859243 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIGNESH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253671442 for the BSWG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW124 BSW125 BSWL106 BSW126 BSW127 BSWL107 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252388130 for the MAJMC2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJM26 MJM27 MJM28 MJM29 MJM30 MJM31 MJML22 

MJMP20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDHA KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254156703 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD17 MHD18 MHD19 MHD20 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABRHAM SAMUEL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252313151 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADAPA RAGHA KOTESWARA RAO 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210169800 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MURALI KRISHNA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107472958 for the BCA5  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCS51 BCS52 BCS53 BCS54 BCS55 BCSL56 BCSL57 BCSL58 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAULSON DANIEL SIGAMANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057460 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASHODHA M. 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254073126 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSOE2 MSOE4 MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SNEHALATA SHUKLA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254682354 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARIBABU S.J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253452737 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P JYOTHSANA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251876443 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BSOG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJITH V G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252256730 for the MBF3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF6 MMPB1 MMPB4 MMPB6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHITRA KALATHODIYIL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254473821 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT1 CIT2 TS4 TS5 PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURJEET BIRDA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134643 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BANS183 BHDG173 BANS184 BPAG174 BPAC108 

BPSC105 BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R DHANUSH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210152330 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252493428 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI9 MHI10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJESWARI A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252091460 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHAY KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252845180 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3 MSOE4 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJARETHINAM G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251343526 for the MEGOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG6 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear P G BALAJI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253902330 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2 MPYE8 MPYE9 MPYE13 MPYE14 MPYE15 MPYE16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JINITH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254338924 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31 MPCE32 MPCE33 MPCE34 MPCE35 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARAVINDHASAMY B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254163148 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear D JAYAVENDHAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251870342 for the BAPAH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BAPI2 BPCG173 BANS184 BPCG174 BPAC105 BPAC106 BPAC107 

BPAC108 BPAC109 BPAC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHARMVEER  KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251859615 for the BAHIH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAG173 BECS184 BHIC105 BHIC106 BHIC107 BHIC108 

BHIC109 BHIC110 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107504654 for the BAHIH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIE141 BHIE142 BHIE144 BHIE143 BHIC111 BHIC112 BHIC113 

BHIC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear TARANG CHETAN BHANSALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254266830 for the BBARIL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEVAE181 BRL105 BRL106 BRL107 BRL108 BRL109 BRL110 

BRLP102 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AJEETH KUMAR K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252022222 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKHILA ANILKUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252021627 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGLA137 BCOS183 BCOS184 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RANI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109874278 for the BCOMG3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOE141 BCOE143 BCOE142 BCOE144 BCOS185 BCOS186 

BCOG171 BCOG172 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AMISHA MONDAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057731 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear A.CELCIYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108569201 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABISHEK R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253103967 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YESU RAJAN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251498092 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact 

your study centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURESH J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251499041 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact 

your study centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VASATNHAKUMAR V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251497331 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact 

your study centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANDHI T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252490795 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MARYKAVIKUYIL D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254307008 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2534. You may contact 

your study centre 2534 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI SIVANI.D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108568490 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KESHAB BISWA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254272447 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS185 BPAS184 BHIC133 BHIC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEHA P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252030790 for the BCOMG2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BCOS183 BCOS184 BHDLA137 BCOC135 BCOC136 BCOLA138 

BCOC137 BCOC138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DARRYL TARUN ROBINSON  M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255058595 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LOVA RAJU SURAMPUDI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200870568 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPH5 MMPH6 MMPH9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKASH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254167626 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1 MED8 MPSE6 MPSE7 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE4 MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI MENON 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200870228 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AAKIFA ANJUM N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254135589 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT1 CIT2 TS4 TS5 PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIKRAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252011568 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BANS184 BPSC133 BPSC134 BHDC133 BHDC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AQEEL AHAMED 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251495391 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact your study 

centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SELVAPARAKASH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251494369 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact your study 

centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEHUL KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251496021 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25224D. You may contact your study 

centre 25224D for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAS184 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S.MADHUMITHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300054758 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARJUN CHARAN PARHI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152328 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MESP1 MES131 MES132 MES133 MES134 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHAGAVATHI LEKSHMI B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252389898 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEEN KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301628336 for the PGDCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS206 MCS207 MCS208 MCSL209 MCSL210 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FARIZ AHMED 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057433 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURENDHAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300880180 for the MBAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PIRIYANKHA T K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254348199 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RADHIKA.M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252388886 for the MBAFM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF1 MMPF2 MMPF3 MMPF6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI CHETRY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252168346 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S. MAHESWARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254425314 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD10 MHD9 MHD11 MHD12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHAUHAN ADITYA DAYARAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253621225 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BHIC133 BHIC134 BSOC133 BSOC134 BCOS183 BCOS184 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHIT RAJ CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252010345 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BECC133 BECC134 BHIC133 BHIC134 

BEGLA137 BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear E RANJANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109503868 for the BSWG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSW128 BSW129 BSWL108 BSW130 BSW131 BSWL109 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SIVABALAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253441753 for the MAUS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MEDS47 MEDS48 MEDS49 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YALLALA MANIKANTHA SAIRAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301522010 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BHUKYA VIJAYA LAKSHMI BAI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250414224 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCG173 BPAG174 BEGS186 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANJOY BARMAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100801028 for the BAPSH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPSE141 BPSE142 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPSC111 BPSC112 BPSC113 

BPSC114 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURENDAR S B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108625394 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact your study 

centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH2 MMPF6 MMPO5 MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear LAKSHITHAA R D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254484699 for the MAER2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MER9 MER10 MER11 MER12 MER13 MER14 MER15 MERP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KULDEEP KUMAR MOOND 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253434672 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS186 BPAC133 BPAC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BHDLA137 BHDLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JAMSHED ALAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202633042 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2000976655 for the BSCG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPAS184 BBYCT135 BBYCL136 BGGCT133 BGGCL134 

BZYCT135 BZYCL136 BBYCT137 BBYCL138 BGGCT135 BZYCT137 BZYCL138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VADLAPUDI DHARANI LAKSHMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210170266 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVEEN KUMAR H 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254165731 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MPSE1 MPSE6 MED2 MPSE4 MGPE8 MGPE10 MGPE11 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SRI RAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253671036 for the BTS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT1 CIT2 TS4 TS5 PTS1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SURAJ KUMAR GUPTA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201402427 for the BAPCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact 

your study centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANS183 BEGG173 BPCS186 BEGG174 BPCC105 BPCC106 

BPCC107 BPCC108 BPCC109 BPCC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102180866 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS11 MS25 MS94 MS97 MS46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANIKANDAN S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210201052 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHISH KUKRETI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 172464003 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS8 MS4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SHAMBHU MAHTO 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 192612277 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS10 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THRIVIKRAMAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252385790 for the MAJY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is SOH. You may contact your study 

centre SOH for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MJY5 MJY6 MJY7 MJY8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MEETU SAINI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251500029 for the MEGOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG14 MEG6 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YASMIN E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253824705 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12 MEG8 MEG9 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHALAKSHMI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 192613627 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NEHA PANDEY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108107918 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD21 MHD22 MHD23 MHD24 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AYSHA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254747408 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG10 MEG14 MEG7 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MURUGESAN P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106855171 for the BSCG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BMTE141 BMTE144 BEGS186 BCOS185 BPHET141 BPHEL142 

BZYET141 BZYEL142 BPHET143 BPHEL144 BZYET143 BZYEL144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109879562 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3 MSOE4 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R SHANMUGAM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252555155 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2593. You may contact your study 

centre 2593 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE2 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRETHEGA.K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253480889 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear REVANTH  K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253480960 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RADHEY MURALIDHARAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254647076 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI8 MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear EVEN MONFEE J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252200279 for the PGDCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS206 MCS207 MCS208 MCSL209 MCSL210 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAMAKRISHNAN A M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251874564 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPAG173 BANS184 BPCG174 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SARAVANAN M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 195927938 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BPCS184 BANC133 BANC134 BPCC133 BPCC134 

BEGLA137BEGLA138 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear L ADITYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105937001 for the BAEGH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE141 BEGE142 BEGE143 BEGC111 BEGC112 BEGC113 

BEGC114 BEGE144 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VANSHIKA CHANDWANI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210267453 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHINAYA SUNDARI P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 200717879 for the MPBR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS44 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ABHISHEK KOKATE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252046435 for the MSCIS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS226  MSE29   MSE30   MSE31   MSE33   MSE34   MSE35   

MSE36   MSEL37  MSEP38  MSEL32 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAVIPRIYA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006548802 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact your study 

centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91    MS27    MS29    MS97 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NAGA JAYARAM SARIHADDU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300019037 for the BCAOL2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS11 MCS12 MCS13 MCS15 ECO2 BCSL21 BCSL22 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear UMA BHARATHI N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253901099 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2 MPYE8 MPYE9 MPYE10 MPYE11 MPYE14 MPYE15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109894377 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPCG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear S PADMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254424998 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD13 MHD14 MHD15 MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED UVAIS ULKARNI U 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063307 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SENTHIL KUMAR B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 199204704 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS55 MS56 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PADMAPRIYAA G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 192611576 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91 MS4 MS66 MS611 MS612 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUFIYA AHAMED 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105938121 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BPAG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPCS186 BPAG174 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANASENDU JHA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106477343 for the BTS3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: CIT3 TS3 TS7 TS6 PTS2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V.KARTHIKEYAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252839090 for the MSCFSQM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 25230. You may contact 

your study centre 25230 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MVP5 MVP6 MVP7 MVP8 MVP9 MVPS1 MVPP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KARTHICK S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253574714 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KAWSALYA V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252391323 for the MBAFM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MARIA LALTHAZUALI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251843706 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BSOG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANANDA KUMAR I 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253330385 for the MASS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEDS44 MEV25 MSDP18 MEDS51 MSD21 MSD22 MSD23 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHANPAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106456891 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJALAXMI MISHRA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210191166 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R JAYAPRAKASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300054824 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear K NARASIMHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106006148 for the MAH2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHI3 MHI6 MHI8 MHI9 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VIJAYAGOPALAN R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254166790 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPSE1 MPSE2 MPSE6 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE3 MPSE4 MGPE13 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJESH KUMAR YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2003098907 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BGDG172 BHDG173 BHIE144 BPSE144 BPSE145 BPCS187 

BHIE143 BPAS186 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BISWAJEET MAHUKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253445785 for the MBF3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPF6 MMPB1 MMPB4 MMPB6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATI KUMARI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107641908 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CATHERINE LALREMSIAMI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251843650 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BEGS183 BSOG173 BEGC108 

BEGC109 BEGC110 BPAG174 BCOS184 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MARGRET KERENA A R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253598655 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SOURAV G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250458578 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAPPU KUMAR YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108564529 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPCS183 BEGS186 BSOC105 BSOC106 BSOC107 BSOC108 

BSOC109 BSOC110 BSKG173 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PALLEPOGU SATYALAL 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252443073 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE31 MPCE32 MPCE33 MPCE34 MPCE35 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANISH KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254134638 for the BAPSH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAC101 BPCS183 BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAC108 BPSC105 

BPSC107 BPSC109 BPSC110 BSKG176 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GOPI MARAN E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300145523 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear T S KRITHIKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2101101970 for the PGDHRMR  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS26 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAHILA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106475905 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DAVINDER SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 165518146 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact your study 

centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS3 MS11 MS2 MS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUBHAM KUMAR DASH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210192483 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VEENA.R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254268175 for the BASOH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG173 BPCS186 BPAG174 BCOS183 BSOC105 BSOC106 

BSOC107 BSOC108 BSOC109 BSOC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHRISTINA SHARON E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255056545 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear FAHMEEDA A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105939724 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AZAHARUDDIN SK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255057900 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ELAIYAKUMAR R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250279510 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2 MSOE3 MSOE4 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANJALI SANJAY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254349657 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGP4 MGPE7 MPSE1 MPSE7 MPSE8 MPSE3 MPSE4 MGPE8 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDINI V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300886742 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KOUSHALYA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200868745 for the MBA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPO1 MMPO2 MMPO5 MMPO6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R RAHILA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105985355 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear E ANJUM 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105940237 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAVATHAM POORNA SREEKAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210267224 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MOHAMMED AAMIR M R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253092190 for the BAECH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGG173 BPCS184 BEGG174 BEGS186 BECC105 BECC106 

BECC107 BECC108 BECC109 BECC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear YEPURI SRINIJA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253868257 for the MAAN2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MANP1 MANI3 MANE4 MANE7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear C.GOVINDAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253250649 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear V N ARAVIND KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300880678 for the MBAOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GANDHARVA SINGH YADAV 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109042956 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BPAG171 BPSE142 BPSE143 BHDE141 BPCS187 BHDE142 

BPAS186 BSKG178 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ZUVERIYA N 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105939452 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear R KAUSHALYA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251845329 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPCG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHEEPICA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251845484 for the BAEGH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGC105 BEGC106 BEGC107 BPCG173 BEGC108 BEGC109 

BEGC110 BPCS186 BPCG174 BCOS183 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JABEEN TAJ A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2106472423 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2509. You may contact your study 

centre 2509 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE142 BEGS186 BPCG175 BPCG176 BECE145 BCOS185 

BEGE145 BECE146 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MAHENDIRAN.D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252099564 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETHA M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109881317 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE3 MSOE4 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JOEL HONEYMAN J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250078773 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RAJA RAJESWARI K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2102188825 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25160. You may contact your study 

centre 25160 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUN PETER ZACHARIAH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202604650 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MADILWAR SUJAL CHANDRAKANT 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255063272 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NARMADHA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254073234 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MSOE2 MSOE4 MPS3 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KHARNIKA K R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2255060777 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANGRAM SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254176361 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DILIP KUMAR PAHAD SINGH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2004036453 for the BAG3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BSOG171 BPCG172 BPAE141 BPAE142 BEGE142 BCOS185 

BCOS186 BEGE145 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear HARISH SUBRAMANI R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252859203 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MC DONA JANIFA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2105038789 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG12 MEG8 MEG5 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ASHOK KUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254072921 for the MSW2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSW7 MSW8 MSW9 MSW17 MSWE2 MSWL15 MSWL16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVE RSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear BASHEER AHAMED E 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254377258 for the MAPC2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 25231. You may contact your study 

centre 25231 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPCE21 MPCE22 MPCE23 MPCE24 MPCE25 MPCE46 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GEORGE JOSEPH 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2201345517 for the BCA3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS14 MCS21 MCS23 BCS31 BCSL32 BCSL33 BCSL34 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIRMALA DEVI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202632169 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANIRUDDHA BHATTACHARJEE 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108105725 for the PGDHRMR  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS25 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ROHINI S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2200740667 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KRISHNAKUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 192611039 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUDHARSAN V 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2007242782 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS91 MS57 MS58 MS97 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETA SHARMA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252035791 for the MSCDFSM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MFN4 MFN5 MFN7 MFN9 MFNL4 MFNL5 MFNL7 MFNP11 

MFNP12 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear GURUSANKAR P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2100825729 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear THEJA SRI T 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250231706 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARUNPRIYA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254450826 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBYCL132 BBYCT131 BZYCL132 BZYCT131 BBCCT109 BBCCL110 

BBCCT111 BBCCL112 BBCCT113 BBCCL114 BBCCT115 BBCCL116 BBCCT117 

BBCCL118 BBCCT119 BBCCL120 BBCS18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DHIMAN BISWAS 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 202635347 for the BHM2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGE103 TS3 TS7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SANDEEP KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254164308 for the MPS2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MGPE7 MPSE1 MPSE11 MED8 MPSE8 MED2 MPSE3 MPSE4 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ADULA SHERIN PK 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252455346 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG11 MEG4 MEG6 MEG17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear MANOJ KUMAR M 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252049877 for the MSCRWEE2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is SOET. You may contact 

your study centre SOET for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEV21 MEVE1 MRW5 MRW6 MRW7 MRWP2 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWETHA KAYATHRI K P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006541557 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ARYA KRISHNAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2300112833 for the MCA_NEW2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact 

your study centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MCS218 MCS219 MCS220 MCS221 MCSL222 MCSL223 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDURI VENKAT ACHARYULU 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2109500724 for the BASOH3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BANE144 BSOE144 BSOC111 BSOC112 BSOC113 BSOC114 

BSOE141 BSOE143 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SWATI TANMAYA SWAIN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2107764672 for the MBA4  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC17 MMPC19 MMPC18 MMPC20 MMPF11 MMPF4 MMPF5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear AKSHAT CHOUDHARY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 210190860 for the BHM3  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: TS6 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear DIVYAA R 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2006542893 for the MPR  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MS100 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear I SATHYAMOORTI 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108111060 for the MPA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact your study 

centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPA16 MPA18 MPS3 MPA15 MPA17 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VENKATESH S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2252171838 for the MBA2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JISNA JOY 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2250402579 for the MCOM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: IBO1 IBO6 IBO2 MCO3 MCO7 MCO15 MCOP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear VARUN SINGH CHAUHAN 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2251501581 for the MBAOL3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH2 MMPF6 MMPO5 MMPM5 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear KESHAVRATHNAM M G 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254406063 for the BSCANH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 3101. You may contact 

your study centre 3101 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: ONR2 BANS183 BPCG173 BPAG174 BANC105 BANC106 BANC107 

BANC108 BANC109 BANC110 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NANDINI SHRINIVAS LANKA 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2108549041 for the BAG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: BEGS183 BPCS186 BSOC133 BSOC134 BEGC133 BEGC134 

BEGLA138 BHDLA137 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear CHITHRAPRIYA C 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2301138323 for the MBAHM2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC8 MMPC9 MMPC10 MMPC11 MMPC12 MMPC13 

MMPC14 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PRAFULLA KUMAR 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253902407 for the MAPY2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MPY2 MPYE8 MPYE12 MPYE14 MPYE15 MPYE16 MPYP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY 
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear PAVITHRA D 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254451099 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBYCL132 BBYCT131 BZYCL132 BZYCT131 BBCCT109 BBCCL110 

BBCCT111 BBCCL112 BBCCT113 BBCCL114 BBCCT115 BBCCL116 BBCCT117 

BBCCL118 BBCCT119 BBCCL120 BBCS18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear SUMATHY P 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254421598 for the MEG2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MEG1 MEG2 MEG3 MEG15 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RITHIKA S 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254350771 for the MSO2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact your study 

centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MSOE2 MSOE4 MPS3 MSOE1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear NIVEDHA K 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254473626 for the BSCBCH2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: BBYCL132 BBYCT131 BZYCL132 BZYCT131 BBCCT109 BBCCL110 

BBCCT111 BBCCL112 BBCCT113 BBCCL114 BBCCT115 BBCCL116 BBCCT117 

BBCCL118 BBCCT119 BBCCL120 BBCS18 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear JULFA PARVEEN A 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2253236110 for the MBAHM3  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2501. You may contact 

your study centre 2501 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MMPC15 MMPC16 MMPP1 MMPH1 MMPH2 MMPH4 MMPH7 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear ANUSHA B 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254157192 for the MHD2  programme 

and the study centre code allotted to you is 2578. You may contact your study 

centre 2578 for academic activities like counseling, submission of assignments, 

practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre might be different 

from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in this confirmation is 

the final one.   

Courses Opted: MHD1 MHD5 MHD7 MHD13 MHD14 MHD15 MHD16 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/


 

 

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY  
REGIONAL CENTRE ,  CHENNAI 
 
84/1 Periyar Thidal, EVK Sampath Salai,Vepery,  Chennai 600 007 
 Emai l: rcchennai@ignou.ac.in  

 

31/10/2023 

 

Dear RACHEL MARY BALA J 

As per IGNOU hqrs data, your admission has been confirmed for RR July 2023 

session. The enrolment allotted to you is 2254152159 for the MAEDU2  

programme and the study centre code allotted to you is 2532. You may contact 

your study centre 2532 for academic activities like counseling, submission of 

assignments, practical etc. Due to administrative reasons, your study centre 

might be different from the one you opted.   The study centre allotted to you in 

this confirmation is the final one.   

Courses Opted: MES41 MES42 MES43 MES44 MESP1 

For general information, you may browse www.ignou.ac.in and for specific 

information, browse www.rcchennai.ignou.ac.in 

 

With best wishes 

 

SR. REGIONAL DIRECTOR

 

mailto:rcchennai@ignou.ac.in
http://www.ignou.ac.in/

